Review Item #1: Proposed Geneva Local Law 2-2020 (Feedback as of 9/1/2020)
8/17 – community member
•

(i.) Page 2, section 15-3; missing word in the following sentence: "...Members of the Board shall serve
terms of three (3) except...", I believe the missing word is 'years'

•

(ii.) Page 2, section 15-3; the proposed document states that the Board should endeavor to contain
certain types of professionals, ostensibly to garner a wide variety of experiences and points of view when
hearing complaints.

•

To that end, I would suggest elaborating on the proposal's language recommending "at least two (2) duly
ordained members of the clergy" be included on the Board. Add some language that - in effect recommends that the clergy in question represent completely different faiths (not just denominations
within a faith) to best represent the diverse backgrounds of the citizenry of the City of Geneva.

•

(iii.) Page 6, section 4B; I'd suggest that a minimum of 7 Board members should be in attendance to
conduct a hearing (the proposed document recommends 6). I recommend an uneven number of
members to better handle ties when voting on Board actions.

8/17– community member
First of all, I am excited about the assembly of a board to help keep police accountable. There is only one
issue within the proposal which I find troubling - which is 15-3 1E, in qualifications. Part of it states that the
board will strive to contain (2) duly ordained members of the clergy.
I do not see how having priests and pastors taking up more than 20% of the seats on this board is beneficial
to it serving its purpose. Those seats could be filled by a wider variety of backgrounds, especially since being
a clergy member does not make you more qualified for this role than any other profession. I believe this will
limit the options for variety and diversity within the board, and is an unneeded clause if you are truly trying to
make the board diverse as is laid out in 15-3 1B.
Other than this, I fully back this proposal and look forward to the positive changes that I hope it will bring.
8/17– community member
I agree that the Advisory Board as presented is a good plan and I recommend it be adopted.
8/17– community member
I think that these three proposals are all very good. They are fair and sensible. It must have taken a lot of
work to get this far. Thank you for considering our input.
8/17– community member
I am deeply concerned about the timing and the lack of a reasonable time frame for each and every member
of the Geneva community to review each of these very important documents.

Most people in our city are very busy supporting and taking care of their families and other loved ones. As it
is, during this pandemic, we barely have enough time to do this.
Now we have proposals that are based on demands of a segment of our community that seeks to silence any
opposition and belittles any diversity of thought or opinion.
I read the first proposal about creating the police accountability board. I am very concerned about the
potential of creating a "mob rule" board appointed by the council that would prosecute and persecute any
officer for any reason. This is not acceptable. It is a very wordy proposal that will intentionally exclude those
who support police officers (including family members).
The police already have policies and procedures in place to deal with complaints, mistakes, and intentional
failure to abide by police protocols. This is where we need to start. We don't need a "mob rule board" to
persecute the police.
Again, this rush to pass police reform is very concerning to me. I fear that police will be afraid to do their job to
protect and serve me, my family, and the people of the City of Geneva.
In these troubled times, we need our police to do their job without fear of retaliation, more than ever.
Please keep our City safe, please don't hurt us with these overreaching laws.
8/17– community member
After looking at the data supplied by the steering committee formed by the community compact, I see nothing
that suggests there is a need for a police accountability board or other police reform proposals in Geneva.
The number of civilian complaints against GPD is negligible, and if the assertion by the PPP and members of
the city council is that complaints are under reported, then the focus should be on examining the reporting
process and reassessing the data to see if a corrective action like a PAB is warranted. This conversation was
started because of an incident that occurred in Minneapolis, not Geneva. To spend Geneva resources to fix a
problem that has yet to be proven to exist here is bad management and reflects poorly on the representatives
proposing to do so. The police chief’s time should be spent on problems that the data shows exist - and are
increasing - like domestic violence calls and referrals to child protective services.
8/18– community member
I have lived here for 80 years. I am beyond upset with the division in the city. The Governor expressed how
we need police but also how we need everyone. Geneva isn’t too large. As good as the police chief may be,
I feel oversite is a good idea. The PPP has points to be made, and college people have been here for many
years. We need a meeting of the minds. I am disappointed in the city attorney since I heard he was coming
up with something after speaking to stakeholders, but he did not do that. I am pleased that the vote was to
start out with the PPP proposal after they consulted with many people. I feel ward meetings are a good idea,
but of the 6 wards, 4 of them are probably a majority of white, and the majority of comments may be coming
from people who have not been discriminated against. Being that Geneva is a tourist town, who will want to
come here with this going on.

8/18– community member
I feel a police accountability board is a good idea, but I had a few concerns after reading the proposed Local
Law.
Under 15-2 Establishment of Jurisdiction: The last sentence of the first paragraph reads that the board shall
have the power to conduct an investigation “even in the absence of a civilian complaint” this sounds like we
are giving this board a lot of extra work to do. If there is no complaint from a civilian, the board should not be
taking time to go through camera footage like they were watching a movie or interrogating people who don’t
feel they were treated unfairly. Not everyone feels threatened by a police officer asking them questions. The
police department will be spending all of their time getting camera footage ready for the board to review, and
nothing may ever come of them viewing. Stick to investigating only when there is a complaint.
Under 15-5 Procedures: The third sentence says that complaints can be received anonymously. That is not
fair to the police officer who has a right to face his/her accuser. I guarantee there will be a ton of
unsubstantiated complaints because people will be taking out their hostility toward police officers by lodging
silly complaints with no merit.
Under 15-5 Procedures: Item 2D says that a “police officer holding the rank of Captain or higher…” I’m told
the City of Geneva police department does not have any Captain positions.
Under 15-5 Procedures: Item 4F says that everyone has the right to obtain counsel. Who will be paying for
this? In a court matter, if an accused person is found not guilty, they can sue for attorney costs. If a claim is
ruled by the board to be unsubstantiated, can the police officer sue for attorney fees? Does he sue the
individual who made the complaint or the City of Geneva?
Under 15-5 Procedures: Item 4Ie says that decisions will be made part of the employee’s personnel file and
“cannot be removed.” I believe this is unfair, especially if a claim is unsubstantiated. If the board decides in
favor of the police officer, nothing should go in the personnel file. This is leaving the door wide open for
citizens to make all kinds of claims that will affect police officer records for the rest of their career. All it takes
is one person who is unstable or has a grief against a police officer, and he could ruin this officer’s career,
and life. When council members have ethics complaints lodged against them, nothing goes in their personnel
file if none of the tenets of the code of ethics are broken. This should be the same for police officers.
Under 15-7 Policy Assessment: Item 1 says that the board shall have “regular and unrestricted access to
body camera footage.” There is a lot of footage on these cameras that no one outside of law enforcement
should be looking at. This goes back to my earlier comment about the board watching camera footage like
they were watching a movie. Police officers go to a lot of calls that show people grieving for a loved one who
has died or children who have been hurt by an adult. The board should stick to looking at footage that relates
to a complaint only.
Under 15-9 Conflict of Interest: Item 2 says that the “Chairperson…” how is the chairperson going to be
decided?
Under 15-10 Legal Representation: Who is going to be paying for the attorney fees? I heard that code
enforcement is trying to change the city code to require people applying for permits to pay for any outside
attorney costs. Will the complaintent be paying for outside attorney costs for a claim that is found to have no
merit. This sounds like my taxes as a resident of the City of Geneva will be going up. This is not fair to lawabiding citizens who don’t have run-ins with the police department.

Under 15-12 Police Accountability Board Reports: Item 3C says that information going back 10 years should
be made available to the board whether or not the complaints were sustained. Again, I feel that
unsubstantiated claims should have no merit and should not even be in the officer’s personnel file.
Thank you for taking the time to read my concerns and I just want to say that I am thankful for our police
department, and I would hate to see our good officers leave because they were treated unfairly. Just
because other, larger police departments in the country are having issues, it is unfair to compare Geneva to
those places. Isn’t that a form of prejudice? If you support the Black Lives Matter Movement, then you must
support our police officers as well. If our officers leave Geneva because they feel they are not supported or
given a fair shake, who will protect the black lives?
8/18– community member
I am in favor of all three proposals which are less than what is necessary, but at least a step in the right
direction.
8/18– community member
I find no explicit requirement that the Chief of Police shall impose disciplinary action not less serious than
that decreed by the Police Accountability Board.
There are some typographical errors in the draft.
Examples:
“An GPD Officer ... “ (should be “A GPD Officer.”)
“The Board members shall publish its decision ...” (should be either “members shall publish their decision” or
“Board shall publish its decision.”). In the interest of offering the speediest possible response, I have
paraphrased the original language from memory. Please do ask any questions.
Aside from this one substantive and one mechanical note, I support this proposal.
8/18– community member
The police department should be left alone. We have a very good department. What needs to be done in
Geneva has nothing to do with the police; it starts with needing a new City Manager and most of the City
Council needs to be replaced. We have some of the council that only create problems for the city. Get a
group to reform them, and Geneva will be better off
8/19– community member
No on review board
8/19– community member
I am in favor of all 3 proposals. I believe every police department In the United States needs some form of
civilian oversight.

8/19– community member
I do not support a review board because we are not a big police force and it is not practical to put another
layer of bureaucracy on. We do not need people with no police training or who have never walked in a police
officer’s shoes to make decisions about their performance. Rochester has tried a PAB and it is trying to prove
it is enforceable and legal. I support officers being open to change in the training for new officers. I am
against officers using a choke-hold.
8/19– community member
After reading these proposals I am very discouraged in what City Council is suggesting. I believe that our
already accredited police department is being unfairly treated. To have an accredited Police Department is
not easy and is an honor for our city. They are held to a higher standard already.
I am not in favor of the Police Accountability Board at all. I truly believe this will cause more harm than good.
However, if this is going to go forward, I believe any person chosen for the Police Accountability Board needs
to know the law, and should have experience in law enforcement and knowledge of criminal law. They should
not be a Geneva citizen; they should be unbiased and from outside our county. I say this in all fairness to our
Police Department and those who are making the complaint. I am firm in my belief of these standards as
qualifications for appointment.
In response to § 15-2 ESTABLISHMENT AND JURISDICTION, you are asking these "citizens" to be acting
Attorney's with powers of investigators/ law enforcement persons above and beyond their own abilities. You
are looking for a witch hunt. This is Ludacris. How can you simply hand over that kind of power to any
individual "to use subpoenas to compel testimony and the production of evidence, and any disciplinary power
as deemed permissible under State law." This sounds like a conviction in the making. Having an attorney,
mental health professional and clergy on the board will not make that kind of power OK!
In conclusion I feel City Council and the Mayor are over reaching their own jurisdictions. Unfortunately, our
Police Departments are under attack by certain individuals in all communities. Sadly, something needs to be
done, I say PROTECT our Police Departments - yes there are individuals that take authority too far. Deal with
that in-house. Be transparent with your findings, let the complainant & officer know it is being investigated to
the fullest with no corruption for either party. Don't create a board of witch hunters.

8/20– community member
I am pro equity.
I am pro safety.
The Proposed Geneva Local Law 2-2020 is a carefully thought out document, attempting to ensure fair and
equal treatment and justice for members of our communities of color.
What I feel is lacking is assurances of fair treatment for the members of the GPD.
•
•
•

Will there be procedures put in place to protect GPD members from frivolous or harassing
complaints?
Who will pay for the GPD members' counsel or other representation?
The proposal, of necessity, puts the GPD under a microscope. This, by design, will cause the GPD
members to hesitate before they speak or act. Will there be training for the GPD members to help

them adjust to new expectations, procedures and practices, to lessen the chance of the dangers
caused by hesitation?
I'm hoping that the GPD is being vocal and being heard, regarding what they need to successfully accomplish
changes being made on paper, that have to be played out in the immediacy and uncertainties of each tour of
duty.
8/21– community member
I write as a concerned citizen of Geneva, but with a legal background, about proposed local law 2-2020
(establishing a PAB), which I have reviewed. I have also reviewed the prior “placeholder” draft of City
Attorney Bove as well the Decision of Judge Ark, now on appeal, involving a similar local law passed by
the City of Rochester (Matter of Rochester Police Locust Club, Inc. v. City of Rochester). Further, I have
reviewed briefs in that case, which were only recently filed with the Appellate Division Fourth Department.
I have also reviewed the relevant provisions of the Civil Service Law and the City of Geneva’s Charter.
Advisability of Creating a PAB with Disciplinary Powers
The BLM movement has unleashed what appears to be unstoppable momentum toward at least
some measure of civilian oversight of policing. The sticky issue is whether Local Law 2 should include
provisions allowing the PAB to mete out sanctions to police officers. The local law, as written, is ambiguous as
to whether the PAB can decide on discipline for officers. In contrast, the Rochester law, which is now on
appeal, unambiguously allows the PAB to discipline police officers.1
Why the Rochester Case Will Likely Determine Whether
Geneva Can Grant Disciplinary Powers to its PAB
The Rochester case will likely decide whether a city, any city in New York, can grant disciplinary
authority to its PAB. At first blush, such a local law appears to conflict with the State laws, specifically the Civil
Service law and Unconsolidated Law § 89 (establishing police disciplinary procedures, including required
collective bargaining regarding said discipline, and placing the power to discipline police officers in
the hands of the Chief of Police, mayor, city council and/or city manager but not in the hands
of a citizen “police accountability board”). Where a State law and a local law conflict, State law trumps
local law and the local law will be stricken.
1 The Rochester law goes further than Geneva’s proposed law in that it unequivocally grants its PAB the
power to discipline police officers. The Rochester law specifically allows the BAP to decide what discipline
to mete out. Geneva’s current draft of proposed Local Law 2-2020 is ambiguous in this regard. Certain
sections of it appear to allow the BAP to merely participate in establishing a disciplinary “matrix” and to
“recommend” disciplinary actions, but other sections appear to give the PAB the power to mete out discipline.
The arguments of the City of Rochester in support of its PAB law are identical to those the City of
Geneva would likely make should its law be challenged (and it likely will if it is passed as now drafted). The
City of Rochester points out that in its turn-of-the-century (early 1900’s) City Charter, the State conferred on
Rochester the absolute right to make its own police disciplinary rules. Only later did the State enact the Civil
Service Law, which created State-wide police disciplinary procedures. But S e c t i o n 76(4) of the Civil Service
Law provided a kind of “grandfather clause”: “Nothing contained in the State’s Civil Service shall be construed

to repeal or modify any . . . local law or charter provision relating to the removal or suspension of officers
or employees”. Rochester argues that, by virtue of this provision, its power to control its own police discipline
procedures is grandfathered since its Charter pre-dated the State’s Civil Service Law regarding police
discipline.
The Rochester police union, on the other hand, urges that the City of Rochester surrendered its
grandfather rights long ago. Specifically, in 1985 the Rochester City Council a m e n d e d i t s Charter to
eliminate its own police disciplinary powers ''for the reason that this subject matter is [now] covered in the
Civil Service Law” (quote from the Rochester City Charter). To understand how this constitutes a surrender
of grandfather rights, let’s turn to a more familiar area of law, to wit, zoning law. If a neighborhood of a city is
zoned for residential use, but a building therein is grandfathered for commercial use, the owner of the building
must continue with the commercial use or lose the grandfathered status. If the owner switches to residential
use, however briefly, the owner has given up the grandfathered commercial use forever. Likewise, the
argument goes, in 1985 the City of Rochester surrendered its grandfathered right to determine police
discipline by removing those powers from its own Charter and deferring to the State’s Civil Service Laws in this
regard.
The situation in Geneva is almost identical: The Geneva City Charter originally conferred on the City
the power to decide on police discipline procedures. But sometime later, the City gave up that right and
adopted the State’s Civil Service Law requirements. Specifically, the Geneva City Charter currently provides
that “the Chief of Police shall remove and discipline all officers subject to the civil services law” (section
9.2 of City Charter).
Thus, there is an undecided issue of law as to whether Geneva (or Rochester) can grant disciplinary
powers to a PAB.
Council Should Consider Awaiting the Outcome of Rochester Police Locust Club, Inc. v.
City of Rochester before Granting its PAB any Disciplinary Powers
If council should decide it wants a PAB that has disciplinary powers over police officers, or is in
anyway involved in police discipline, a further question arises: Should it enact such a law now or await the
outcome of the Rochester case in which a similar law has been challenged in court? Council could create a
PAB without disciplinary powers for the time being, and should the Rochester case be decided in favor of the
City of Rochester, amend the ordinance to grant disciplinary powers to its PAB.
The advantage of waiting is economic. The City of Rochester is spending many, many
dollars litigating a complicated first-impression issue before the courts of New York. The case is so unique
and important it is likely to go all the way up to the highest Court in New York (Court of Appeals). This will
take years of litigation. But the case, once decided, should instruct the City of Geneva as to whether it can
grant disciplinary powers to its PAB (as opposed to only investigatory and oversight powers).
Rochester is the first City in New York State to attempt granting disciplinary powers to a PAB. The
legal issues in the Rochester case are complex and novel. The case is likely to ascend all the way to the
highest Court in New York (Court of Appeals). It will involve years of litigation. It thus may be more financially
prudent to let Rochester fund that experiment. If the Court decides that granting a PAB disciplinary powers is
permissible, the City of Geneva can then decide whether it is advisable.

There do not appear to be any advantages in granting disciplinary powers to the PAB at this time.
Even if the City were at this time to create a PAB equipped with disciplinary powers, the police union will
almost certainly sue and immediately move to “stay” the disciplinary portion of the law pending further court
proceedings. This is what happened in Rochester: There is an injunction in place that prevents the PAB
from exercising any disciplinary powers. The Rochester PAB will have to wait years for the courts to decide
the legality of its disciplinary powers before it can begin to exercise them (if the City prevails).
In sum, the advantages of passing local law 2 at this time granting disciplinary powers to the PAB (if
that’s what it does – it is unclear) are none. The disadvantage is the high cost of almost certain litigation.
Whether the City passes the law now or not, the disciplinary aspects of the law are unlikely to take effect until
after the Rochester case is decided.
Inconsistencies and Ambiguities in the Current
“Placeholder” Draft of Local Law 2-2020
In any event, the proposed law as written “needs work”. It contains material ambiguities and
inconsistencies. Example: Section 15-f(4)(I) states that the PAB’s decision, after investigating a complaint,
shall include “disciplinary actions to the GDP Officer pursuant to the disciplinary matrix”. This means that
the PAB decides the discipline to be meted out to an offending officer. Section 5-2 provides that “The Board
shall be independent of the GPD and shall investigate and adjudicate complaints of misconduct against GPD
Officers”, which also implies that the BAP can mete out discipline. That same Section goes on to state that
the powers of the BAP include “any disciplinary power as deemed permissible under State law.” This
further implies that the PAB has the power to decide on discipline.
But then the proposed law contradicts itself. Section 15-4 indicates that the PAB’s discipline
determinations are to be merely “recommended by the Board”. 15-4(1)(A) also states that the PAB has the
power to “recommend discipline according to an established discipline matrix”. Section 15-4 then indicates
that the Chief has the power “to impose any additional discipline for a GPD Officer above and beyond
that” which the PAB “recommends”. This latter phrasing creates this ambiguity: Does the Chief have the
power to impose lesser discipline than that which the PAB “recommends”? If so, why does the proposed
ordinance single out that he can impose “additional” discipline without mentioning that he can also impose
lesser discipline or no discipline at all? If the PAB is merely “recommending” disciplinary actions, shouldn’t
the Chief be able to mete out whatever discipline he wants, including none at all?
Another ambiguity is in whether the PAB alone has the power to determine the disciplinary matrix, or
whether it does so in conjunction with the Chief of Police and the City Manager, and if so, what happens if
the three do not agree on the matrix to impose. Section 15-4(b) provides that “The Board shall establish a
disciplinary matrix in conjunction with the Chief of the Geneva Police Department and City Manager”. But
section 15-6 provides that “the Board shall establish a disciplinary matrix”. The former connotes a
collective power-sharing endeavor between the Chief, the City Manager, and the PAB to establish disciplinary
rules. The latter connotes absolute authority by the PAB to establish them. Which is it? In either case, I
am concerned these provisions might be in conflict with the State’s Social Services Law as noted above.
Further, several sections of the proposed law conflict with the current City Charter. For example,
section 9.2 of the City Charter provides that the “the Chief of Police shall remove and discipline all officers
subject to the civil services law”. But under the proposed local law, the PAB is involved in discipline, not
just the Chief. Before this local law is passed, a careful reading of the City Charter must be undertaken so
that it can be amended to comport with the new local law.

Composition of PAB
If a PAB with disciplinary powers is created, Council should consider requiring that at least
50% of its members have police or legal training. I believe having at least a few lawyers would be very
advisable. Lawyers are uniquely trained to apply complex facts to a rule or set of rules (such as a police
disciplinary matrix) to determine whether violations have occurred and if so their gravity. Because of their
training and experience, I believe those with law enforcement and legal training are uniquely qualified for the
job.
Severability
Finally, in the Rochester case, Judge Ark relies on a “severability clause” imbedded in the law which
allowed him to strike the disciplinary portions of the law but salvage the remaining sections. Geneva’s
proposed local law 2-2020 contains no such provision. The City should consider adding one.
Conclusion
If the current proposed law is passed, it will be argued that it is in conflict with State law. There is little doubt
that the police union will sue to oppose the provisions allowing for a PAB to be involved in disciplining its
members in contradiction to the Civil Service Law and collective bargaining agreements. In any event, it
seems unwise for City Council to pass a PAB law granting disciplinary powers to its PAB at this time. The City
may instead wish to enact a PAB law denuded of PAB disciplinary powers at this time and consider amending
the law (if that’s what council chooses to do) after the Rochester case has worked its way through the court
system to a final determination
If the City should nevertheless wish to pass the law at this time, the proposed ordinance should be carefully
reviewed for inconsistencies and ambiguities, as should the City Charter so as to eliminate inconsistencies
between the two laws. The City should also consider adding a severability clause.

8/22– community member
The PAB as proposed does not issue discipline to officers. It begins by working with the Chief and City
Manager to establish a "disciplinary matrix" which is essentially a table that has one column of potential
findings (this could be things from insubordination to unauthorized use of force, it's likely a table the Chief
already has) and then the second column is a range of potential disciplinary actions that correspond to that
finding. This is called professionalism. If discipline is arbitrary, unplanned, and at the sole discretion of any
one person (doesn't matter who it is, this is not about personalities it's about process) then you are running a
haphazard operation.
Geneva is not haphazard, it's striving to be intentional. Having a table of this sort gives officers, Council, the
Chief, the City Manager, and the community a clear understanding of expectations. It is a restriction on
overreaction as well as an assurance of appropriate addressing of legitimate problems. So please read the
words on the page of the proposal and don't listen to the criticisms of those who clearly have not. This PAB is
not unconstitutional, it isn't violating the union's hierarchical structure, it isn't any attempt at defunding at all.
Please read the document.

8/23– community member
I strongly support an independent police accountability board with investigative and subpoena powers, the
power to discipline, and the power to recommend and review policy. Everyone—city councillors, the mayor,
the police themselves—should want our residents to feel safe when interacting with police, and this board is
a needed step in that direction.

8/24– community member
I deeply support amending the Geneva City Charter to establish a police accountability board. I believe that
all police departments, including our police department, should be subject to oversight by an autonomous
accountability board. I would not be satisfied by a board that depended on voluntary information from the
police department; rather, the accountability board must be granted a strong legal authority to investigate the
police department, as indicated in the proposal.

8/24– Family Counseling of the Finger Lakes
Item #1: “…even in the absence of a civilian complaint” – what other complaints would they handle?
Personnel complaints? Is this the point of the accountability board? What training would be provided? Would
they be privy to all current policies and procedures? “Community Compact Committee will nominate ten”…..
How do people get in contact with this group? Do people submit requests to be on the PAB and community
compact use the same screening as mentioned in Item #2 and #3? Does community compact just nominate
who they think would be appropriate? What if you don’t have any relationship with this group? Can they be
unbias? If complaints are anonymous (sometimes for obvious reasons) how does the board go about
collecting additional evidence to present? “The Board shall conduct outreach to community members, groups
and nonprofit organizations” – for what specifically? Input? Provide information?
8/27– community member
I am in favor of the establishment of this accountability board and am proud of Geneva for taking steps to
better protect all of its community members.
On Qualification D, I would prefer to see the "unless that employment was three or more years ago."
removed. It's important to maintain unbiased membership and although I am glad to see current police
employees and their families will be limited, I am not sure that three years away from the job is enough to
remove the bias that a former law enforcement officer would have.
On Qualification E, I am confused the role that members of the clergy will play in the board. The appointment
of mental health professionals and an attorney makes sense in this context but it is unclear to me what benefit
having members of the clergy provides, though I do encourage a diverse array of members.
On Procedure B, I am very glad to see that efforts will be made to make filing easy and that small errors will
not render a complaint unusable. I think these two items are very important to ensure all complaints are filed
and heard.
Clause 15-9: I am glad to see a Conflict of Interest section that will disqualify members. I think this is very
important to prevent bias and I hope this section remains in the final law.

8/29– community member
I have reviewed the document titled “CITY OF GENEVA LOCAL LAW NO. 2 -2020 Local Law Amending the
Geneva City Charter To Establish a Police Accountability Board” and wish to express that I am very much in
favor of this proposed change to the city charter. The document as written appears comprehensive and
respectful of all parties involved. And as the parent of a black, transgender young person, it would bring me a
sense of both pride for our city and also safety for the well-being of marginalized individuals to see this
proposal become a reality. Thank you for allowing the opportunity to provide feedback.

8/29– community member
I would like to thank the City for developing this policy. It is thoughtfully put together and seems to reflect the
five pillars the community is lobbying for. I have three points of feedback to consider:
First, in terms of appointments, it doesn’t seem clear who is going to hold City Council accountable for
appointing board members according to suggestions in the policy. The word “suggestions” is used. Why not
REQUIRE licensed mental health professionals, licensed attorney, and ordained members of the clergy on
the board? These profiles should be mandatory, not a suggestion.
Second, it is not clear in the proposal whether the PAB “recommends” disciplinary action after they have
completed an investigation or whether they can require disciplinary action. It should be made clear that the
PAB’s recommendations must be followed by the Chief of Police.
Finally, I would like to make certain that the PAB does not become composed of people from law enforcement
or connected through family to law enforcement folks. As the current draft reads, section 15-3 C leaves room
for people who were in law enforcement previously to serve on the board as long as they did so more than
three years prior. Conceivably, you could have a board completely composed of former law enforcement or
family of law enforcement.
8/29– community member
I have read the PPP's response to the legislation and stand in strong support with the sentiments and
evidence so carefully articulated therein. I urge Council to pass Local Law 2-2020 in full. It is the only way to
build trust and accountability - for both residents and police - in this community. Passing Local Law 2-2020
has nothing to do with whether or not we trust or support the current police force. It is policy that will
strengthen the relationship between community members and whomever is in the force. It will allow the
citizens who are policed to both have a say in the way we care for the safety of the community and to learn
why decisions are made. It will provide a Board with the ability to compel evidence and testimony and ensure
that Police are held to a standard of ethics and responsibility that will strengthen Geneva and allow for the
celebration of officers who are doing outstanding work. It will allow citizens and police to collaborate on how
to enforce the law in ways that make it most likely that we will all also follow the law and live up to our
communal ideals. It brings relevant outside training and knowledge (mental health, legal, sexual violence,
etc.) to the table in assessing how policing should happen in our community and how we can keep all people
as safe and empowered as possible.
Thank you to Council for offering the residents of Geneva a chance to weigh in.

8/30– community member
While conflicts between law enforcement and black citizens across the country have been occurring
regularly in recent days, months and years, we, personally, have resisted the political pressure to choose
‘Back the Blue’ OR ‘Black Lives Matter.’ We are hopeful that our community can enact policies and reforms
where law enforcement is supported AND a spirit of equality for all residents is instilled. We find it hopeful
that a dialogue about checks and balances of authority in our community makes everyone feel represented
and everyone feel safe.
We hold members of law enforcement in our community in very high regard for their commitment to service
and keeping Geneva safe. We also realize there is a bias in policing culture that most likely stems from
being conditioned with the notion that people that look a particular way are violent or more dangerous than
perhaps people that look ‘the same way as I do.’
For example, the recent events in Kenosha, WI are a striking example of the systemic bias that can be
unintentionally expressed in policing. While the details of these events have not been made public, Jacob
Blake, a young African American male was shot seven times by a member of Kenosha Police in response to
a domestic dispute where there was no evidence of a firearm being present. A few nights later Kyle
Rittenhouse, a young white male shot and killed two people. As multiple Kenosha police units responded to
the report of shots fired in the vicinity, video evidence shows multiple Kenosha units driving right by Kyle as
he walked toward them brandishing a semi-automatic rifle.
The reality is that many of us are conditioned to see these two individuals differently. The reality is also
that this is a pattern of bias that has repeated itself over and over again in communities across America,
including Geneva. We do not have to think very long about incidents from recent history in Geneva that
had different outcomes based in part on the complexion of the assailant. We would urge you to juxtapose
the public and police perception of the cases of Corey Jackson (Black, unarmed, wanted for larceny, shot
and killed by Geneva
PD in 2011) with that of Joseph Tracey (White, armed, threatened GPD and GFD with a weapon, tased and
charged with menacing in 2016). As we said earlier, we hold our local law enforcement officers in high
regard, and assume that this bias is unintended, but it is nonetheless a bias that exists in our community.
Despite the troubling circumstances of these two local examples they both deserved equal justice from our
cities’ officers.
We believe the amendment to the Geneva City Charter implementing a Police Accountability Board is a
step in the right direction towards ensuring that fair and equitable policing is achieved in our community
for all residents.
In general, we would suggest that section 15.1- Purpose, be phrased in a way that fosters a spirit of
partnership between Geneva law enforcement and the community. As written, we find
the purpose statement gives the impression of systemic negligence on the part of Geneva law enforcement
and over emphasizes the investigative roll of the board. Equally, if not more important in our opinion, is the
role the board would have in reviewing and assessing existing GPD polices. As written, we feel that the
purpose statement neglects to acknowledge the dedication to justice and safety that most of our GPD
officers embody. We would recommend incorporating the spirit of the statement buried in section 15-4 1.d.
“The Board and the Chief shall establish a cooperative relationship to ensure the orderly and efficient flow
of information” into the purpose statement.

In section 15-2, we recommend reversing the sentence order of the second paragraph to emphasize the
partnership between the board and GPD ahead of its investigative authority over the GPD.
We appreciate the thoughtfulness that went into section 15-3 regarding the composition of the board (in
particular, having mental health professionals and clergy included). As composed, we think that it would
make for a very constructive partnership with the Police Chief and officers of GPD. It also appears as
though the processes and procedures outlined in sections 15-4 to 1513 have been well thought out and articulated.
Thank you for your leadership in our community during these trying times.

8/30– community member
I am in support of CITY OF GENEVA LOCAL LAW NO. 2 -2020. We need a police accountability board to
restore trust in the GPD and to create a fully professional police force in our city. I appreciate two things in
particular about the way this law has been crafted: 1) the independence of the board. The law, as crafted,
creates a fully independent board with citizens who will have relevant expertise, but who will not be influenced
by a conflict of interest with the police department. This is essential. I oppose any version of a PAB that is
not independent. 2) the diversity of the stakeholders who will be included in the PAB. The law, as crafted,
ensures that there will be a diverse range of stakeholders who will be represented in the PAB. Different parts
of the city, different identities, and different expertises will be included. This will ensure trust and
professionalism.
I cannot understand why some people oppose the creation of a PAB. All we are asking for is for there to be
some independent oversight with a rigorous process. The police have so much power to do harm, as we
have seen in our city and around the country. This is why they need some oversight. What are they afraid of
that they would oppose a process to check on reports of misconduct? The law, as proposed, is a sensible
solution, and I fully support it.
8/30– community member
I support the proposed Local Law 2-2020 to establish a police accountability board that is independent of the
GPD; conducts independent investigations of complaints; has subpoena power to obtain the testimony and
evidence necessary to make determinations; will review police policies, procedures, practices and training
(and recommend changes, if necessary); and has the ability to make recommendations on discipline for
officers and receive reports on how/why discipline has (or has not) been imposed. These five components are
essential for a strong PAB. Establishment of a strong PAB is not a referendum on the personal character of
current GPD officers or the Chief. Rather, its goal is to establish a system that promotes a culture of
transparency, accountability, and professionalism in the GPD that supports and empowers good officers to be
excellent at their jobs. A strong PAB will build trust between the community and the GPD, ensuring that all
residents of Geneva feel safe. Better GPD-community relations will also benefit GPD officers.

8/30– community member
I believe a review board has merit, however it must be carefully established. No one from the community
should be on the board. Board members should be from out of town. The board should have people of every
ethnic background, and be limited to 5 people. Board members mush be vetted by an impartial group to
insure that they do not carry a bias, either for or against police officers. Board decisions can be challenged in
court, by the accused or the accuser, if either party so desires. The board has the sole right to determine if a
complaint merits review.
Qualifications – A. Members of board should be residents for at least 5 years instead of 12 months. Will they
be volunteering or will we be paying them?
Appointment process – A. Members should not be council members or associated with anyone on council.
There should be at least one police officer on the board. The board should be evenly divided: (2) white, (2)
black, (2) Hispanic, (2) Asian, (2) American Indian.

8/30– community member
Personally, I am against this accountability board. Several council members have shown their hate for our
police department. There is no way they should be on the board. The city council is nominating 10 people.
Who are they nominating from? Do they just decide or will there be some kind of vote? If they do have their
board, I feel there should be a police officer on it. If they go ahead with the board as is, they will be giving this
board too much power. I feel we will lose many good officers.
8/31– community member
I write in strong support of City of Geneva Local Law No. 2-2020 to amend the Geneva City Charter to
establish a Police Accountability Board. Community members have the right and responsibility to be engaged
in important matters that impact the safety and well-being of our community.
Now more than ever, we need a structure that ensures accountability and provides authentic powers of
review and action. I support the proposed law that outlines the following components:
·
Autonomous and independence from the Geneva Police Department and other law enforcement
agencies.
·
Power to conduct independent investigations and adjudicate complaints of misconduct against
GPD Officers, including in the absence of a civilian complaint based on information that an
investigation is warranted.
·
Subpoena power to compel testimony and the production of evidence, along with access to the
data necessary for informed decision-making.
·

Disciplinary power to the extent of NYS law.

·
Power to review and make recommendations related to police policies, procedures, patterns,
practices, and training.

8/31– community member
I write in strong support of the proposal to amend the Geneva City Charter to establish a Police Accountability
Board and urge the council to vote in favor of Local Law No. 2 – 2020 in its entirety.
The truth is that our beautiful Geneva is a wounded community. Trust between the Geneva Police
Department (GPD) and many residents of Geneva, especially residents of color, has broken down. Based on
their experiences with the GPD, residents do not believe that the institution either serves or protects them.
Forming and establishing a Police Accountability Board (PAB) is critical if we are serious about healing the
wound and making this lovely city a fair and equitable society for all of us who live here.
I believe that a police force and a police department are essential to the city. That said, we need a
mechanism that will better hold the GPB accountable to the citizens of Geneva. The establishment of an
independent, transparent, and professional Police Accountability Board is an essential step in achieving this.
However, for the PAB to be optimally effective (and not a near useless instrument) it is essential that it have
these five components:
1. It must be independent from the GDP and City officials.
2. It must have the responsibility to conduct independent investigations.
3. It must have subpoena power to compel testimony and the production of evidence.
4. It must have the responsibility to review and make recommendations on police policies, procedures,
practices, and training.
5. It must have disciplinary power, to the extent allowed by the NYS law.
Finally, the proper constitution of the PAB, as detailed in the Proposal, will improve community-police
relations and foster trust between residents and GPB.
I strongly endorse the proposal to amend the Geneva City Charter to establish a Police Accountability Board
and urge the council to vote in favor of Local Law No. 2 – 2020. Such an action will demonstrate City
Council’s commitment to helping to create a fair and equitable society for all Genevans.
8/31– community member
I'm writing about the City of Geneva Local Law No. 2 on the formation of the Police Accountability Board. I
support the document as written, because it addresses the two most important concerns that I have: that the
PAB be independent from the GPD, and that it has the power to impose discipline on the GPD. I think the
ability to review GPD policies and investigate misconduct will be crucial to having a PAB that can actually do
the work that it needs to. I also think that the size, geographic and occupational spread of the members, and
commitment to diversity on the PAB is really admirable.
That the recent body camera proposal states that the PAB's decisions would be non-binding is troubling. I
think Local Law No. 2 is much closer to creating an actual, actionable PAB.

8/31– community member
I am in favor of the proposed Geneva Local Law 2-2020. I feel that a police accountability board would greatly
support our Geneva police officers as well as the community at large. Providing independent oversight would
help rebuild trust between the GPD and the citizens of Geneva.

8/31– community member
I definitely believe in implementing a police accountability board. I don't understand what the issue is if a
policeman is doing nothing wrong. I believe this protects EVERYONE,no matter of color,but definitely our black
loved ones,friends,who are targeted for no reason,or arrested rightly,but abused by any means. They also
target white people,who have black loved ones,or friends. Now,i'm NOT saying all of our officers are bad,or
abusive,but accountability could end that. It's best for Everyone. There shouldn't be an issue with this proposal.

8/31– community member
I am writing in support of the proposed Local Law 2-2020 to establish a police accountability board. Such a
move is long overdue. For years, decades, and generations, Geneva has struggled with the twin problems
of racial injustice and police misconduct. While the first problem has been widespread and systemic, the
second has been far more limited. Yet, the reality is that when the two intersect, the results are devastating
to our community. This is not a problem exclusive to Geneva, but has long been part of the American social
reality. One commonsense way to help address these twin problems is to create a police accountability
board. It won’t solve all of the problems, but it will go a long way towards healing past wounds and moving
Geneva forward.
The arguments being made against the police accountability board are disheartening to hear because they
all boil down to a single claim: police should not be held accountable. But we all need to be held
accountable for our actions. That is true for all professions, but never more so than for public servants
sworn to protect their community. The old chestnut that only those with something to hide would fear
greater transparency is true. All professionals should be held accountable for their actions and the creation
of an independent board should be in the police’s interest given that it will protect them from
unsubstantiated rumors and accusations of misconduct. Local Law 2-2020 would increase accountability
but also help build trust across the community. This is a commonsense proposal that is sadly long overdue.
The city council has a historic opportunity to enact meaningful, commonsense change. Please do so.
8/31– community member
I write to you today to vehemently support the proposal for a Police Accountability Board as articulated by
the documents drafted by the People’s Peaceful Protest. I am a homeowner in the third ward, class of ’95
graduate of Geneva City Schools, and faculty member at Hobart and William Smith Colleges. For decades,
I have witnessed the literal and metaphoric violence done to our communities of color in Geneva. From the
environmental racism deeply entrenched in the Foundry debacle to the hateful slurs and threats directed at
the young activists at the helm of our local BLM protests, the roots of racism run deep in this city. A Police
Accountability Board is one step towards repairing the racial disparities in this community. But let’s be clear:
a Police Accountability Board will benefit all residents of Geneva. I have grown increasingly concerned by
the mischaracterization of the work of the PPP. It is utterly perplexing why residents of this community are
blatantly misrepresenting the Police Accountability Board proposal when it is publicly available for all of us
to read. I am in favor of this proposal for the following reasons:
1. Eliminating Conflicts of Interest. The PAB membership policies prevent myriad conflicts of
interest. I believe that the most critical of these states, “Members of the Board and their immediate
family shall not be currently or formerly employed by the GPD.” This is one of the most critical
facets of this proposed local law. It has been made abundantly clear in recent months that the GPD
officers and their families forge a strong community. While this may be critical for them to support
each other through the unique demands of this labor, it also has the effect of creating an
environment that outsiders perceive as marked by fealty to one another over the public good and
aggressive attacks on those who call into question the behaviors and actions of current and former
officers (e.g. social media harassment, bullying, and intimidation). Un-biased oversight is essential
to the efficacy of this Board.

2. Investigative Authority in Cooperation with GPD. The investigative authority of the proposed
PAB contains subpoena power, which is critical in assembling evidence and testimonies to
examine fully incidents in question. The procedures section of this legislation also details the ways
in which the PAB will work in collaboration with the Chief as well as officers (at the rank of Captain
of higher) who may serve in an advisory capacity to answer questions regarding “police practices,
policies, or general orders.” It is especially significant that said advisory officer shall NOT be the
C.O. of the Officer(s) involved in the case that is under review.
3. Transparency. Section 15-12 “Police Accountability Board Reports” details the nature and
frequency of data sharing. Current policies and protocols do not allow for timely and transparent
disclosures of complaints leveled against GPD officers. The proposed policy clearly outlines a
timeline for information sharing as well as the nature of the information that can be shared. It is
particularly essential that data sharing will include: “Detailed information that is legally available to
the Board, including the number of previous complaints against the GPD Officer(s) named therein
within ten (10) years of the incident and whether or not those complaints were sustained; the Board
shall comply with local, state, and federal law and redact any information that may not be disclosed
publicly.”
4. Policy Assessment. Section 15-7 discusses the ways in which the PAB would be instrumental in
policy review and subsequent proposed changes to policy and procedures. Nowhere does it say
that the PAB sets and implements policy and procedural changes for GPD. Rather, it explicitly
states how the PAB would work in conjunction with the Chief to recommend changes and then to
publicize when/if/how those changes are implemented.
We’ve heard a great deal of fear-mongering talk in recent weeks from those opposed to any oversight of
GPD. I cannot help but wonder why oversight and accountability frightens people. The policies and
procedures outlined in the proposed local law are designed to foster greater transparency, civic
engagement, and yes, accountability for police misconduct. If a surgeon loses a patient on the operating
table, an investigation is held to determine if negligence was at play. GPD holds people’s lives in their
hands. They should be held to high standards of accountability. Rhetoric that suggests that so-called Good
Cops will be driven away from policing if officers are investigated for alleged misconduct only serves to
prove the point of the necessity for a Police Accountability Board. A “Good Cop” recognizes both their
power and their responsibility. It is sheer hubris to assume that a gun and badge grants you power without
restraint or reckoning.
We have an incredible opportunity for REAL change in Geneva, thanks to the tireless work of the PPP and
their collaborators. The organizers have reached out to experts in a variety of related fields, collected
testimonials, drafted and revised critical documents, and worked in concert with stakeholders. They have
helped provide meals, offered support to one another, and brought together various segments of this
community in positive and affirming gatherings and marches. They have done the work. It’s time for
Geneva to listen and honor that work. We have an opportunity as a community to do what many other
communities have failed or refused to do: establish a police accountability board that serves all
constituencies. We cannot merely “wait and see” or “wait and listen.” The time to wait is over. The time to
act is now. I add my voice to the chorus of voices that support a Police Accountability Board.

8/31– community member
I’d like to express my support for proposed Local law 2-2020. I fully support the progress that’s been made
and feel that this would be a positive law for our citizens and policemen!

8/31– community member
I am writing as a nearly lifelong citizen of Geneva NY to voice my support of law 2-2020 creating a Police
Accountability Board. I believe it is a crucial step in truly ensuring the safety and protection of our
community, which is what the police are sworn to do.

8/31– community member
We write strongly in favor of the council’s passage of Geneva Local Law No. 2-2020, the Police
Accountability Board. We write as yet another Black person has been shot and killed by police. This time in
Kenosha, Wisconsin, a man was killed—shot 7 times in the back—while his three children were present. In
the wake of understandable protests after this killing, a 17 year-old young white man shot three people
protesting this injustice—killing two—and literally walked the streets, rifle in hand, with police officers
standing by, just watching.
This is representative of similar incidents disproportionately happening to Black and Brown people in cities
and towns across this country. Geneva has an opportunity to create real accountability and transparency
for those most impacted by police violence, and for all of us whose taxes go to fund the Police Department
and Police Officer salaries. We have a chance to redefine public safety for this city that we love and ensure
a more safe and equitable future. Please, vote with the kind of empathy we need in our city and in this
country right now. Vote like the life of your son, daughter, mother, or father depends on it—because for so
many Black people here in Geneva and around the country—it does.
Please vote to pass Geneva Local Law No. 2-2020, the Police Accountability Board.

8/31– community member
I strongly endorse passing the Proposed Local Law 2-2020 with no major amendments. It is one important
way to create and extend trust between the GPD officers and the residents they serve and protect. And
building trust between citizens and police officers will make police officers’ job easier, and will make
residents’ lives better.
It is difficult to trust any organization that is only policed by itself and lacks independent checks on it, even
if that organization never does anything wrong, because people outside that organization cannot tell if
they’re doing anything wrong or not. This is a sensible general principle that we all accept in most areas of
our lives, from businesses to schools to clubs. Yes, the Chief of Police can suspend or dismiss officers for
misconduct, but many residents do not see the Chief’s position as sufficiently independent from the rest of

the Department. The independence of the proposed PAB, and the transparency that comes along with it,
will increase people’s confidence in the GPD, and make everyone’s lives better.
In addition to my general enthusiastic endorsement, I wanted to make a few other small comments about
the specifics of the proposed law.
I think the PAB should also have input on the negotiation and approval of the contracts with
the police union, especially if the contract covers discipline for misconduct (since then it would be
related to the ‘disciplinary matrix’ (15-4.1.B.)).
I found the wording of 15-5.2.G confusing. It says “The Chief shall take no action on a
complaint… until receipt of the Board findings and decision.” This seems inconsistent with the
following sentence, which says “the Chief shall retain the authority to suspend or terminate the
employment of a GPD Officer during the investigation.” (For ‘Terminating employment’ is
presumably ‘taking an action on a complaint’.)
Can there be a PAB hearing based only on an anonymous complaint (that remains
anonymous)? In section 15-5.1.B, it sounds like the answer is Yes: “Complaints shall be received
and considered whether submitted under signature or anonymous.” But section 15-12.E.iii, which
discusses the annual PAB report, includes the phrase “the number of complainants contacting the
Board but not following through with a formal signed complaint.” That makes it sound like an
unsigned, i.e. anonymous, complaint will not get a hearing.
Thank you very much for your hard work on this important matter.

8/31– community member
The Geneva Police Accountability Board (PAB) legislation that has been proposed is adequate. It needs to
be an INDEPENDENT PAB, not one that is run by those inside, or closely tied to, the Geneva Police
department (the Chief, the City Manager, etc.). And the reason it needs to be run by an independent
accountability board is simple: it is because it is human nature to protect your own and the police feel like
one big family and they are positively biased toward each other. I do not think anyone closely related to or
an employee of the police department should be on the board because they cannot fairly hold their own
“family” accountable because of their natural loyalty to favor and protect them. Everyone knows the police
department is a fraternity and therefore “brothers.” The proposed legislation, as it is written now, has the
Chief of Police and the City Manager serving on the accountability board and they are far to biased, as I
have described above, to serve in this position.

8/31– community member
15.2. Establishment and Jurisdiction
"The Board shall have the power to conduct independent investigations, consistent with powers granted to
the City Manager in § 4.4 and the Geneva City Council in § 3-13, including but not limited to the power to
use subpoenas to compel testimony and the production ofevidence, and any disciplinary power as deemed
permissible under State law. Based on information and belief that an investigation is warranted, *the Board
shall have the power to conduct an investigation, even in the absence of a civilian complaint*."
My first question here is about signatory power, and has to do with the fact that 3-13 in the charter is
actually somewhat unclear. The City Manager can conduct an investigation with subpoenas under her own
signature (4-4)--that part is clear. But the City Council can conduct an investigation (with majority approval,
one would suppose) only under the Mayor's signature. This raises a procedural question: if a majority of
council members pass an investigation resolution but the Mayor refuses to sign subpoenas for it, is the
investigation legally stymied? Does
3-13 essentially give the Mayor veto power over investigation resolutions?
In order to avoid such a situation within a Police Accountability Board, it might be useful to be clear with the
signatory power on subpoenas:
the chair of the PAB would have the authority to sign subpoenas, or, if the chair were in a minority opinion
over such a matter, any appointed member within the majority could legally sign subpoenas. Your legal
department could probably help with the language here. Simply referencing the City Charter is unhelpful,
since the charter contains that signatory veto logical no-man's-land.
My second question has to do with the political weight of the very last phrase and is more of a Public
Relations recommendation. I don't have a problem with the logic of the language, but this is a flash-point
hot topic on *page one* of the law, so it might be massaged so as to seem less like a PAB is going to open
a new investigation every week based on zero complaints. Geneva boards usually don't overreach,
anyway. My
suggestion: "the board shall have the power to conduct *periodic routine investigations*, even in the
absence of a civilian complaint. Instead of just *investigations*. The current language sounds like a power
play and it really doesn't need to.
***
15-3 2.A.3. Appointment process
The Geneva Community Compact Committee will nominate ten (10) individuals from the community at
large, two (2) *for* each of its five
(5) Board seats, within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this local law, from which Council shall
confirm and appoint one (1) such individual for each of the five (5) member-seats at Council’s discretion.
I think maybe it would be more specific an clear to say "two (2) *by* each of its five (5) Board seats". With
"for" it seems like Council can appoint any 5 of the 10. With "by" it seems like Council most appoint 1 of 2
choices five individual times. I think that's the intention (but I might be wrong--ignore this comment if I don't
understand that correctly).

***
15-3 1.E. (Qualifications). I would suggest replacing "at least two (2) duly ordained members of the clergy"
with "at least two (2) longstanding spiritual leaders within the community".
In addition to simply helping with separation of church and state issues, this change would help because: 1)
the clergy is historically an ultra-male-dominated profession, and 2) becoming ordained as a minister is a
flimsy distinction: people can apply for a minister's license online in a matter of minutes. Members of the
clergy often lose their faith and fall out of favor with their congregations but retain their titles in order to
retain retirement benefits, voting powers within national bodies, etc. I know that is not what is intended by
this language, but council should prioritize, for example, appointing a woman of color who is a member of
her church/mosque/synagogue's long-standing worship leadership, education, or youth activities, far, far,
far over someone who happens to have just finished seminary, or someone who is no longer an active
leader within an active house of worship. I see "clergy" as a slippery slope socially, but you might also say
(as a
compromise) "duly ordained members of the clergy *or* longstanding spiritual leaders within the
community".
***
15-3 4.C. A Board member who no longer resides in the City shall resign immediately, *with the exception
of those individuals described in section 1.F*.
I believe it would be wise to add that clause. That is, a mental health professional or attorney in good
standing who is appointed to the board, but who needs to move out of the city for some reason should not
have to resign his/her seat, since that's not a stipulation for their role in the first place.
***
15-4 1.A.
The Board shall have the power to conduct independent investigations, the power to use subpoenas to
compel testimony and the production of evidence, and the power to recommend discipline according to an
established disciplinary matrix) if a complaint of misconduct is sustained.
There's a closed parenthesis but no open parenthesis in that paragraph.
I believe it belongs before "(according to".
***
15-4 1.D.
The Board and the Chief *shall establish* a cooperative relationship to ensure the orderly and efficient flow
of information.
Suggestion: "shall endeavor to establish" rather than "shall establish".

Philosophically, if the Chief is uncooperative (for example, in the unlikely event that the Chief
himself/herself is being investigated), that should not be an automatic failure of the Board's mandate.
***
15-5 1.A.
Complaints may be received directly by the Board, or upon referral from the Mayor, the Council, any
Councilmember, or the Chief.
It might be wise to add city staff here, and include the entire police department. And I don't think it's
necessary to say "the Council, any Councilmember" which sounds slightly redundant:
"Complaints may be received directly by the Board, or upon referral from the Mayor, any Councilmember,
or any member of City or Police Staff."
***
15-5 2.B.
"A copy of any subpoena served upon a GPD Officer or employee shall also be delivered to the Chief."
What if the Chief himself/herself is under investigation? Maybe adding a clause to that effect here would be
useful. "If the Chief is under investigation, a copy of any subpoena shall be delivered to the County Sheriff."
(Or "to each officer with rank Captain or higher", something like that.) Note: while I anticipate zero
complaints about the current Chief, there were direct complaints about Chief Trickler's moving allowance
(when he never moved), and that sort of thing should have a provision in the Accountability Board's
founding document.
***
15-5 3.
Upon completion of the review of the material from the Board investigation...
Would it make political sense to add "timely" before "completion" here?
The Board should feel some pressure to conduct its business in an efficient and timely way when an
officer's job, rank, or reputation is at stake. Adding "timely" is a useful nudge, methinks.
***
15-5 4.D.
Decisions made by the Board will be documented in a Notice of Decision delineating the findings of fact
and reasoning of the Board. If a Board member dissents from the majority’s decision, the dissenter shall
provide a written delineation of their findings of fact and reasoning.

I suggest "If a Board member dissents [or abstains] from the majority's decision, that member shall
provide...". I believe that we as a City have been somewhat lax when it comes to allowing abstentions
without reasoning or explanation, and this is a moment where it is important to have that on record, even if
the person feels that they simply haven't had enough time to balance the evidence while others have. Even
simple things should be recorded in sensitive matters.
15-5 4.I.C.
"If a Notice of Board Decision contains a dissenting opinion, the complainant may appeal to the City
Manager for review of the Board’s findings. The complainant’s appeal requesting City Manager review must
be in writing and received by the Board no more than 30 days after the Notice of Board Decision was sent
to the complainant."
What does that mean in the long run? I am a little confused. The Board will have Council's investigative
powers by extension, which are not answerable to the City Manager, so what would an "appeal" to the City
Manager actually do? Is this suggesting that s/he would have the power to reverse the Board's decision? If
it's the City Charter's Council investigative power that's being bestowed upon the Accountability Board, an
appeal to the City Manager should have no executive agency (s/he's not an intermediary). I believe this
clause needs to have a second part (what happens next) in order to make sense. Such as "If the City
Manager disagrees with the Board's finding and conclusion, she may appeal directly to Council during its
monthly public meeting with a request to overturn the decision or re-open the case with additional
evidence."
There is a danger with this language that the City Manager is both Chief Executive and Chief Legislator at
the same time, an un-American sounding concentration of power.
15-5 4.I.M. / 15-6 3.
"Within thirty (30) days of the receipt of a Notice of Board Decision, the Chief shall provide the Board with a
written explanation of the exact discipline imposed in accordance with the matrix."
First off, 15-5 4.I.M. is redundant with 15-6 3. and could probably be deleted. In either paragraph, it may be
useful to include another what-happens-next sentence. "If the Board determines that the discipline imposed
by the Chief is not consistent with its recommendations, it may request that disciplinary action be
implemented within another thirty
(30) days. If the Chief does not comply with the disciplinary recommendation after that second period, the
Board shall appeal directly to Council and the City Manager for consistent application of the agreed upon
matrix."
It is important that the Accountability Board not simply serve as a Recommendation Board, with the Chief
having final say in the matter.
15-5 4.I.M. & 15-6 3. both gesture in the direction of the Chief having final say, which is a problem.
15-7 3. after "use of canines" I suggest including "display of firearms". That could be broadly understood
within de-escalation policies, but if an officer is making undue use of the display of his/her weapon, that can
be a specific trigger to individuals who have been traumatized by police in the past, and perhaps merits an
individual mention.

15-7 4&5.
These two paragraphs again make it seem as if the Chief has the final say over the Board's decisions,
without detailing recourse. Perhaps paragraph 6 could read add onto "The Board shall publicize whether or
not the policy recommendation(s) have been implemented. [...] If they have not, they may appeal to Council
and the City Manager for consistent application of the agreed upon matrix."
15-8 2.
"Complaint forms and instructions shall be made available by GPD Officers and employees, at the Public
Safety Building and City Hall, at the Geneva Public Library, at Board meetings, and on the City of Geneva
website."
The grammar of this paragraph is slightly confusing and makes it sound as if GPD will be providing all
complaint forms in all venues. This might benefit from a simple reordering the items in the list:
"Complaint forms and instructions shall be made available at the Public Safety Building and City Hall, at the
Geneva Public Library, at Board meetings, on the City of Geneva website, and by GPD Officers and
employees."
15-8 4.
"The Board shall [endeavor to] work with the Community Compact Committee to establish and pursue
ways..."
I suggest adding "endeavor to" here. If the Community Compact isn't helping, it shouldn't void the Board's
mandate.
15-12 3.D. I'd like to see this below E (switch the two items). Firearms is a lot more important than pepper
spray and Tasers.
15-12 3.E. i,i-vi
Under "E" you have two items "i". I don't think you need these at all.
E.i should just be made part of "E" (with firearms and all outcomes).
The second i-vi should be 15-12 3.F,G,H,I,J,K (they aren't a subset of the firearms paragraph).
15-12 3.E.v. (should be 15-12 3.J.)
"Whether the prior year’s recommended changes have been implemented;"
I don't think it's good practice to have a *full year* to report on and review if the prior year's policies have
been implemented. It might be more useful to insert something after 15-12 1. (a new 15-12 2., shifting
everything else down).

"Within three (3) months of any recommendation to change GPD policies, procedures, and practices as
part of an annual review or a special recommendation, the monthly report shall include details of whether
those recommended changes have been implemented."
Perhaps I am being overly optimistic about the speed of government, but I believe 90 days is a fair amount
of time to make a change, and if you push it to 365, you're begging for it to be the GPD's very lowest
priority.
Thank you for reading my comments.

The Rev. Cameron Miller
Trinity Place
PO Box 287
Geneva, NY 14456
rcammiller@gmail.com

August 31, 2020

Sage Gerling
City Manager, City of Geneva
47 Castle Street
Geneva, N.Y. 14456

COMMENTS FOR CITY COUNCIL REGARDING CITY OF GENEVA LOCAL
LAW NO. 2 -2020
Local Law Amending the Geneva City Charter To Establish a Police Accountability
Board

To echo a recent Finger Lakes Times column of mine, professional law enforcement
could learn an important lesson from the recent history of professional clergy and the
institutions of the church.

While many mainline Protestant denominations have had numerous instances of
sexual misconduct and abuse over the past fifty years, it has been much less of a
systemic problem than in the Roman Catholic Church. That has nothing to do with
differences in theology or church polity and everything to do with outside
accountability.

While the Roman Catholic Church has been self-insured the mainline Protestant
denominations have been insured by independent commercial insurers. In the early
1980s when instances of clergy sexual misconduct and abuse began to be publicly
reported, with attendant civil lawsuits, those insurance companies quickly stepped in
to required Protestant denominations to change their practices and protocols, and
institute training. The insurance companies had both the self-interest and the leverage
to counteract the natural inclination of a professional brotherhood (most men three
and four decades ago) and institution to protect itself from criticism and exposure.
Without the insurance companies providing outside accountability, the systemic issues
would have gotten worse.

A truly disinterested party would most likely think this proposal was simply common
sense. Why wouldn’t people authorized to carry guns, handcuff perfect strangers, and
put them in jail have their conduct and protocols monitored by the community? It is
the community that empowers, authorizes, and pays for the police. It is a clear
symptom of over-empowerment and a history of too little oversight that members of
the law enforcement profession and it institutions would object.
A civilian police accountability board will make for a better police department and
better community relations, which in turn, will enhance the experience of law
enforcement professionals. It may not seem like it in this highly politicized moment,
but speaking from the experience of my own ecclesiastical institution, it will be a
win-win.

ONTARIO COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE
ONTARIO COUNTY COURTHOUSE
27 NORTH MAIN STREET
CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK 14424
Phone: 585.396.4010 | Fax: 585.396.4860
Email: James.Ritts@co.ontario.ny.us
JAMES B. RITTS
District Attorney

August 26, 2020
Sage Gerling, City Manager
City of Geneva
47 Castle Street
Geneva, New York 14456
RE:

Reform and Reinvention Collaboration
Stakeholders Meeting
Proposed Local Laws

Ms. Gerling,
Thank you for reaching out relating to the Reform and Reinvention Collaboration.
I want so start by pointing out some of the relevant language and guidance provided by
the Governor’s Office this week. I think it is imperative that we start by understanding the
Governor’s vision and direction as it relates to an amazing opportunity to lead by example
in this collaborative effort and reform and reinvention.
First, it is clear that the Governor recognized the opportunity as well as the
challenges of this effort. “Collaborative is the key word. It would be a mistake to frame
these discussions as an adversarial process or an effort to impose top-down solutions.
Issues must be aired but solutions must be crafted.” The goal here would be to engage
the community and listen to the voices that need to be heard – not through the filter of an
agenda, rather the honest accepting of community input so that we can meet the needs
of all people. This is an opportunity to lead so that there is equal justice for all people, and
the City of Geneva is an amazingly diverse community that should be engaged and, more
importantly, heard to determine how to Reform and Reinvent our relationship with Law
Enforcement as well, and beyond to provide equal opportunities throughout this amazing
community.
I absolutely understand that the City Council was not aware of the Governor’s
recently released guidance. It is a long read, and provides guidance that actually relates
to the three proposed Local Laws from August 7, 2020. I believe before any conversation
moves forward relating to these proposed changes, the Collaborative and Stake Holders
should meet and begin the fast process of inventory before any of these proposals are
brought for a vote before the council.

The Draft Body Worn Camera Task Force should be considered after the meetings
of the Collaborative. I have not seen GO 409, and it would be more beneficial to review
this with the stakeholders and members of the Collaborative. A review of the GO, and
identification of what might need to be changed. It is worth noting that the release of BWC
footage for pending cases is limited. While it might be the subject of a Freedom of
Information Law (FOIL) request, those are limited for pending investigations and/or
prosecutions. The Governor’s proposal specifically suggests that BWC be the subject of
the ongoing conversation for the Collaborative.
Finally, the Draft Police Accountability Board (PAB) is something that absolutely is
contemplated for conversation by the Collaborative. I believe it is important to follow this
plan, as the Collaborative will need to provide a report and recommendations by April 1,
2021. I would also note that the existence of potentially competing investigations (criminal
and PAB) with the specific issues relating to compelled testimony to the PAB will raise
issues with any criminal investigation. This could lead to considerable discovery and
disclosure issues under the Criminal Justice Reform effective January 1, 2020.
The Governor’s guide also identifies other potential opportunities. While PAB’s are
identified by the Governor as existing – mostly in cities with large metropolitan police
forces, the suggestion that a Community Advisory Board be considered should not be
overlooked. Again, PABs exist in larger metropolitan areas. A Community Advisory Board
might be sufficient to report to both the Police Chief and City Council without the legal
hurdles discussed below. The composition of the Community Advisory Board would be
far more comprehensive and inclusive. It would also limit the issues with ongoing criminal
investigations and prosecutions.
I believe that precluding any law enforcement from membership on the board
requires people without training and perspective to make decisions without the benefit of
someone with training and perspective. There should be someone retired from Law
Enforcement – not GPD – to be that resource that can explain training, experience, and
perspective. Members of either Board should be registered voters and permanent
residents of the City of Geneva for more than twelve months. The membership of either
Board should be inclusive, and consistent with the Geneva Community. It should
absolutely include People of Color. The exclusions on either Board should include
persons with pending charges, supervised on parole, probation, or post-release
supervision. The excluded populations should absolutely be heard, but their participation
as voting members should be strongly considered.
There is a lack of identification of an appeals process and/or arbitration. The
providing of Attorneys for the officers is not addressed. There are aspects of the proposed
law that attribute knowledge (i.e. persons with special needs – 15.7(3)) that the officer
may or may not have – but they are required to act as if they have that knowledge and
will be subject to discipline whether or not there is a basis for such knowledge.

I believe that taking a breath and following the Governor’s suggestion – with a
remarkably small and finite time line – is the preferred way to proceed. It permits ALL
voices to be heard, and an informed decision to be made. It takes inventory of the
activities of the officers, their training and further training, and the views and needs of the
community. This is an exciting time, and we are presented daily with the incentive to
improve the relationships between our communities and the police agencies. I look
forward to working collaboratively with the Geneva Community to meet the requirements
of Governor Cuomo.
Thank you for our time and dedication to this important cause.
Very Truly Yours,

James B. Ritts
District Attorney for Ontario County

CITY ATTORNEY OPINION ON LOCAL LAW 2-2020
AUGUST 30, 2020
The City Attorney is submitting this opinion to the City Council to assist it to create a workable
and defensible solution to citizen demands for transparency, accountability, openness and trust in
investigations of GPD police misconduct.
For the following reasons, the City Council should not adopt Local Law 2-2020 in its present
form:
1. Local Law 2-2020 improperly grants the proposed Public Accountability Board
(“PAB”) the authority to discipline officers of the Geneva Police Department
(“GPD”) which determinations would be binding on the Police Chief and the GPD.
2. Local Law 2-2020 creates a dysfunctional system of concurrent investigations of
police misconduct which would impede such investigation, the imposition of
disciplinary sanctions, and criminal prosecutions.
3. Local Law 2-2020 imposes unrealistic responsibilities on the PAB.
4. Important legal language is not set forth in Local Law 2-2020.
5. Adoption of Local Law 2-2020 will result in expensive litigation costs to the City
concerning its validity and case specific litigation concerning individual
investigations and sanctions. Special Counsel would be required.*
*See memo discussing these issues in detail.
Citizen mistrust regarding investigations of GPD police misconduct and disciplinary sanctions is
cited as a reason to create a Geneva PAB with authority to discipline GPD officers. Perceptions of lack of
transparency, accountability, and openness due to confidentiality requirements led to this mistrust.
Now that Civil Rights Law § 50-a has been repealed, police discipline records are available for
scrutiny by the public. As a result, there is no need for Local Law 2-2020’s intrusions into the
relationships between the GPD and its officers described in the City Charter, the Civil Service Law, and
Collective Bargaining Agreements.
Creation of a Geneva Community Review Board, with authority to review and comment on
disciplinary investigations and sanctions after they are completed, could insure accountability, allow
open, meaningful, public, and transparent community scrutiny of police misconduct and disciplinary
proceedings with finality, at a reasonable cost to the City. It would not impede investigations of police
misconduct, imposition of disciplinary sanctions, and criminal prosecutions.
Respectfully Submitted,

City Attorney

CITY ATTORNEY OPINION ON LOCAL LAW 2-2020
AUGUST 30, 2020
The City Attorney submits this opinion to assist the City Council in creating a workable and
defensible response to citizen demands for transparency, trust, and accountability in investigations of
police misconduct. As set forth below, the City Council should not adopt Local Law 2-2020, as:
1. Local Law 2-2020 improperly grants the proposed Public Accountability Board
(“PAB”) the authority to discipline officers of the Geneva Police Department
(“GPD”).
2. Local Law 2-2020 creates a dysfunctional system of concurrent investigations of
police misconduct which would impede such investigations, the imposition of
disciplinary sanctions, and criminal prosecutions.
3. Local Law 2-2020 imposes unrealistic responsibilities on the PAB.
4. Important legal language is not set forth in Local Law 2-2020.
5. Adoption of Local Law 2-2020 will result in expensive litigation concerning its
validity and case specific litigation concerning individual investigations and
sanctions imposed, and
6. There are other issues with Local Law 2-2020 which will be addressed when the
Council is considering it.
Citizen mistrust regarding investigations of GPD police misconduct and disciplinary sanctions is
cited as a reason to create a Geneva PAB with authority to discipline GPD officers. Perceptions of lack of
transparency, accountability, and openness due to confidentiality requirements led in part to this mistrust.
Now that Civil Rights Law § 50-a has been repealed, police discipline records are available for
review by the public. As a result, there is no need for Local Law 2-2020’s intrusions into the relationships
between the GPD and its officers described in the City Charter, the Civil Service Law, and Collective
Bargaining Agreements.
Creation of a Geneva Community Review Board which would be authorized to review and
comment on disciplinary investigations and sanctions after they are completed, could allow open,
meaningful, public, and transparent community scrutiny of police misconduct and disciplinary
proceedings. It would not impede investigations of police misconduct, imposition of disciplinary
sanctions, and criminal prosecutions.
LOCAL LAW 2-2020 IMPROPERLY GRANTS THE PAB
AUTHORITY TO DISCIPLINE GPD OFFICERS.
Subdivision d of § 15-5 subd 4 I of Local Law 2-2020 authorizes the PAB to determine the
discipline to be imposed on GPD officers, using a disciplinary matrix created by it. § 15-6 limits the GPD
Chief’s role in imposing officer discipline to imposing sanctions greater and beyond that determined by
the PAB.
This violates provisions of the prior Geneva City Charter, effective January 1, 1964 and the
current Geneva City Charter, effective January 1, 1974, , which state that the Chief of Police shall appoint
and remove all ….. officers and employees of the Police Department subject to the provisions of the Civil
Service Law and rules and regulations thereunder”.
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Discipline of GPD officers by a PAB as described in Local Law 2-2020 would also violate Civil
Service Law §§ 75 & 76, which guarantee union representation, procedural due process rights, and the
right to a judicial appeal.
Finally, imposition of discipline by the PAB pursuant to Local Law 2-2020 would violate the
terms of Collective Bargaining Agreements (“CBAs”) in effect between the City of Geneva and GPD
officers under which the officers’ union have agreed to the application of Civil Service Law disciplinary
procedures or binding arbitration.
LOCAL LAW 2-2020 AUTHORIZES CONCURRENT INVESTIGATIONS WHICH WOULD
IMPEDE PROPER HANDLING OF MISCONUDCT ALLEGATIONS.
Subdivision 2 of § 15-5 of Local Law 2-2020 creates a complex two step investigative process
which would take place concurrently and be independent of GPD and criminal investigations into officer
misconduct. Local Law 2-2020 investigations would include an initial determination of reasonable cause,
a full-blown fact-finding hearing, and a disciplinary sanction binding on the GPD. The City Attorney
questions need for the complexity of this process.
First, volunteer members of the PAB would not be experienced in conducting investigations of
police misconduct. It is likely PAB investigations and determinations would be flawed and subject to
Court reversal.
Second, it is dysfunctional for two agencies of the same municipality to investigate the same
circumstance. The PAB and the GPD would be interviewing the same witnesses, reviewing the same
evidence, including the complainant, other members of the public, GPD officers, and GPD employees.
Each could require production of records and other materials, including records of the GPD, other
persons, or other agencies. There would be conflicting statements, conclusions, and findings which would
compromise disciplinary and possible criminal action.
Third, GPD officers are required to truthfully answer all questions specifically directed and narrowly
related to the scope of employment and operations of the Department which may be asked of them. Refusal to
answer questions could be the grounds for discipline. If a GPD officer is compelled to testify or give a
statement under threat of employment sanction, he may be immune from criminal prosecution.
Fourth, Local Law 2-2020 would create conflicts of interest for the City Attorney and could
require appointment of special counsel to separately advise the PAB, the GPD, and other city officials
whose interest are not aligned.
Fifth, Local Law 2-2020 investigatory scheme would impede such investigations, the imposition
of disciplinary sanctions, and criminal prosecutions. Any investigation of officer misconduct must be
suspended if the matter has been referred for criminal prosecution.
LOCAL LAW 2-2020 IMPOSES UNREALISTIC RESPONSIBILITIES ON THE PAB.
Local Law 2-2020 grants the PAB: the power to investigate police misconduct contemporaneous
with GPD investigations of such matters; the power to create a matrix setting forth discipline to be
imposed on members of the GPD; the power after a hearing to issue a binding recommendation of the
discipline to be imposed on members of the GPD; the power to review and assess GPD Regulations; and
the duty to engage in community outreach.
It is unreasonable to expect a volunteer administrative board to perform these functions.
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IMPORTANT LEGAL LANGUAGE IS NOT FOUND IN LOCAL LAW 2-2020.
Important legal language which should be set forth in any Local Law addressing review of
handling of allegations of police misconduct should include definitions of terms, mediation, severability,
construction, reconsideration of determinations, and suspension of PAB in case of criminal proceedings
ADOPTION OF LOCAL LAW 2-2020 WILL RESULT IN LITIGATION.
There is little doubt that legal challenges will be filed if the City Council adopts a local law which
authorizes the PAB to discipline GPD officers, otherwise impairs the Police Chief’s authority under the
City Charter to remove or discipline officers; and impairs GPD officers’ rights under the Civil Service
and Taylor Laws, and current CBAs.
It is the City Attorney’s opinion that such challenges are likely to be successful and that the cost
of defending them will be significant. There may be challenges to other aspects of Local Law 20-2020.
Special Counsel will be required to defend the City Council if it adopts such a local law against the advice
of the City Attorney. Special Counsel might also be required to represent different City Agencies if their
interests do not align.
In the event authority of the PAB to investigate and discipline GPD officers is upheld, GPD
officers investigated and sanctioned by the PAB will bring court challenges to PAB determinations which
will take years to resolve.
CONCLUSION
For these reasons, the Geneva City Council should not adopt Local Law 2-2020.
The City Attorney believes investigation and determination of allegations of officer misconduct
by the GPD, subject to community review after the investigation is completed and sanctions imposed, is
the best way to insure accountability, to transparently, speedily, and efficiently resolve such matters with
finality, at a reasonable cost to the City.

Respectfully submitted
City Attorney
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August 31, 2020
Feedback on Review Item #1:
Geneva Local Law No. 2-2020 (Police Accountability Board)
The formation of an independent, transparent, and professional Police Accountability Board
(PAB) is an essential step to making the Geneva Police Department (GPD) more accountable to
the residents of the City of Geneva. With the proper constitution, the PAB will improve
community-police relations and foster trust between residents and the GPD, ultimately
benefiting both. As described in § 15-1 and 15-2 of Local Law 2-2020 and further detailed in
subsequent sections, the PAB must be truly independent, shall be the mechanism to investigate
complaints of police misconduct, shall conduct assessments of GPD operations and outcomes,
and must have the appropriate and sufficient power to do such investigations and assessments.
The following comments will address the five necessary components of an acceptable PAB: (I)
independence from the GPD and City officials; (II) capacity to conduct independent
investigations; (III) subpoena power to compel testimony and the production of evidence; (IV)
the capacity to review and make recommendations on police policies, procedures, practices,
and training; and (V) disciplinary power, to the extent allowed by NYS law. As described below,
we believe that Local Law 2-2020 contains these essential components, and we support it.
(I) Independence
Independence from the GPD and City officials is essential in order to legitimize the PAB’s
complaint investigations, policy reviews, and findings and to build trust between residents and
the GPD. The membership and community outreach of the proposed PAB are integral to the
board’s independence. Thus, § 15-3 includes membership qualifications that limit the
participation of individuals with ties to the GPD, other law enforcement, or elected officials of the
City (parts 1C and 1D). Ensuring that members of the PAB represent the community and
include individuals with relevant professional backgrounds (i.e., mental health professionals,
attorneys, clergy) also legitimizes this body (parts 1B and 1E). Specifically, the diverse make-up
of the proposed PAB will ensure that different lived experiences are represented. Along with
legal representation (§ 15-10) and assigned advisory police officers (§ 15-5 part 2D), the
professional make-up of the board will allow it to function independently with the necessary
expertise. The independence of the PAB is further bolstered by limiting the membership directly
appointed by either the Mayor or the City Council (§ 15-3, part 2A). In spite of this, the Mayor
and City Council together will directly appoint four of the nine members, and will choose the
remaining five PAB members from nominees selected by the Community Compact Committee.
This is one of several concessions that preserve a substantial amount of power in elected and
appointed City officials and employees. The independence of the PAB and its utility to the
residents of Geneva is further strengthened by the Community Outreach procedures and
responsibilities described in § 15-8 and prohibitions against conflict of interest and retaliation,
described in § 15-9 and 15-11, respectively.
The People’s Peaceful Protest
Geneva, New York

peoplespeacefulprotest@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/PPPGeneva
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Independence of the PAB from the GPD and the Police Chief also ensures that trust in the GPD
and the accountability process is not dependent on the personal character of the Police Chief or
any individual GPD officer. This should be a relief to the GPD.
(II) Capacity to conduct independent investigations
The PAB has the capacity to investigate all complaints, and must be vested with the power to do
so independent of the GPD. This ability is codified in § 15-4 part 1A and § 15-5 parts 1A, 1B,
2A, and 2G of Local Law 2-2020. However, § 15-4 part 1D and § 15-5 parts 2C and 2D also
outline the collaborative role that the GPD plays in this investigation. Thus, while investigations
will not be run by the GPD, they will still benefit from their expertise. Furthermore, § 15-5 part
4I(c) provides an opportunity for appeal to the City Manager if the PAB decision is not
unanimous.
The capacity of the PAB to conduct independent investigations will also contribute to the
transparency of the process for receiving, investigating, reaching a determination on, and
generating recommendations following a complaint. Everyone (residents and GPD) will know
the process that will be followed (described in § 15-5 parts 3 and 4), and can therefore trust the
results as legitimate and unbiased. The transparency of the PAB and its decisions is further
bolstered by the reporting requirements described in § 15-12.
(III) Subpoena power
Without the power to subpoena testimony and evidence, the PAB will not be able to effectively
conduct investigations and policy reviews that are truly independent. Thus, the codification of
this power in § 15-4 part 1A and § 15-5 part 2B is essential. The PAB must be able to review the
testimony and evidence required to reach a fair determination and recommend appropriate
discipline if the complaint process is to be transparent and trustworthy. To perform a thorough
review of GDP policies, procedures, patterns, practices, and training, the PAB must have
access to all testimony and producible evidence.
(IV) Capacity to review police policies and make recommendation
It is expected that review of police policies and implementation by the GPD of the PAB’s
recommendations will substantially reduce the number and/or severity of reports of misconduct
on the part of the GPD. Without the power to review and make recommendations on policy, the
PAB would only be able to respond to incidents of police misconduct. But preventing
misconduct is preferable and modifying police policies is the first step towards prevention. Thus,
§ 15-4 part 1C establishes this duty, and the responsibilities for reviewing policy are further
detailed in § 15-7.
Again, it is important to note that the Chief of the GPD, the City Manager, and the City Council
will have collaborative roles to play in this process (§ 15-4 part 1C) and will receive policy
recommendations and report on their implementation (§ 15-7 parts 2, 4, and 5). The
responsibility to implement these recommendations or to explain why they cannot be
implemented ultimately rests with the Police Chief. The requirement (§ 15-7 part 6) that the PAB
publicize implementation (or lack thereof) following the Police Chief’s decision further increases
transparency of the PAB and the GPD. Local Law 2-2020 does not vest the PAB with unlimited
power. Rather, it creates an atmosphere that fosters professionalism and trust. Both residents
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and GPD officers will know what behavior is expected, and (as addressed in the following
section) the consequences if those expectations are not met.
(V) Disciplinary power, to the extent allowed by NYS law
To be an effective deterrent to police misconduct, the PAB must be able to influence (to the
extent allowed by NYS law) the disciplinary consequences for officers who violate police policy
or otherwise fail to protect and serve the people (as they have sworn to do). Thus, this ability is
codified in § 15-4 parts 1A and 1B, § 15-5 parts 4I(d) and (e), and § 15-6. Those who fear that
the PAB will be too powerful should be reassured by the fact that disciplinary recommendations
will be based on a matrix constructed in collaboration with the Chief of the GPD and the City
Manager (§ 15-4 part 1B). It is to be hoped that the existence of such a matrix will be a deterrent
to officer misconduct. Such a matrix will certainly provide predictability and consistency for GPD
officers by clearly defining standards of behavior and the consequences for violating those
standards. It will also foster resident trust in the GPD.
Furthermore, § 15-5 part 4M and § 15-6 part 3 give the Police Chief the power to implement
discipline, but also the transparent responsibility to report on and explain why the chosen
discipline was imposed. The Police Chief also retains the authority to suspend or terminate
officers during an investigation (§ 15-5 part 2G) and to impose additional discipline on GPD
officers (§ 15-6 part 1). This is a significant difference between the Rochester PAB and
proposed Local Law 2-2020. In Local Law 2-2020, the disciplinary matrix operates as a
functional guideline, but maintains the current situation in which the Police Chief has the
authority to impose discipline. Everyone—Officers, the Police Chief, the City Manager, City
Council, and community members—will be aware of the expectations outlined in the matrix. If a
community member believes there has been a deviation from the expectations, the community
member is entitled to a transparent investigation by the PAB and a transparent explanation of
imposed discipline by the Police Chief. Community members will know it is safe to file
complaints, there will be a clear record of complaints filed, and there will be transparency in how
complaints are investigated, adjudicated, and disciplined.
Lastly, since the PAB only will recommend discipline according to the disciplinary matrix while
the Police Chief retains the power to determine discipline, the legislation is legally sound. First,
the PAB proposed in Local Law 2-2020 is not an enforcement body. Any discipline imposed by
the Police Chief would face the same legal scrutiny as under the status quo. Second, the
proposed PAB will not breach the police contract. Thus, any legal cost put on the City due to
this legislation would be a conscious decision of the GPD and its union to harm the City’s fragile
finances without sound reason.
These “five pillars of police accountability” function together to create an independent,
transparent, and professional PAB. Deviating from these pillars would result in a weak and
ineffective PAB, thereby wasting the time of the members of the PAB and those who have
worked to establish it. Nevertheless, we recommend that a Severability Clause be added to
Local Law 2-2020, to ensure that the effort that went into creating this PAB will not be wasted if
some portion is found to be invalid or unenforceable. A great deal of time and effort has already
gone into (and undoubtedly will continue to be invested in) the process of establishing a PAB for
the City of Geneva. As the Mayor has said, we want to be sure we are doing it right. We want a
PAB that will have a meaningful impact on public safety and trust in law enforcement.

City of Geneva Stakeholder Review Item #1
Please submit feedback to the City Clerk:
Lori Guinan at ljg@geneva.ny.us.
Feedback appreciated by 8/31/2020

CITY OF GENEVA LOCAL LAW NO. 2 -2020
Local Law Amending the Geneva City Charter
To Establish a Police Accountability Board
BE IT ENACTED, by the City Council of the City of Geneva as follows:
The Geneva City Charter, as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following
new Article XV entitled “Police Accountability Board”.
Article XV Police Accountability Board
§ 15-1 PURPOSE
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§ 15-2 ESTABLISHMENT AND JURISDICTION
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limited to the power to use subpoenas to compel testimony and the production of evidence, and
any disciplinary power as deemed permissible under State law. Based on information and
belief that an investigation is warranted, the Board shall have the power to conduct an
investigation, even in the absence of a civilian complaint.
The Board shall have the power to investigate any and all conduct, acts, or omissions by any
GPD Officer as outlined below. The Board shall have the power to review and recommend
changes to GPD regarding GPD policies, procedures, patterns, practices and training.
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§ 15-3 BOARD COMPOSITION, APPOINTMENT, VACANCY, AND REMOVAL.
The Police Accountability Board shall consist of nine (9) members appointed by City Council.
1
Members of the Board shall serve terms of three (3) except for the initial Board, which shall
serve staggered terms, pursuant to Section 3-2.
1. Qualifications

A.

Members of the Board shall be residents of the City of Geneva for a minimum
of twelve (12) months at the time of appointment to the Board.

B.

Members of the Board shall reflect the City’s diverse community, including, but
2
not limited to: age, race, creed,
color, national origin, gender, gender 3identity
4
or expression, sexual orientation, disability, marital status and source of
income.
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Board and their immediate family
y shall not be currently or
formerly employed by the GPD. No more than
member
of the Board at
n one (1) memb
mem
a time may be a former law enforcement employee
mployee with an agency other than
the GPD or an immediate family member
employed in
er of a person formerly
for
fo
non-GPD law enforcement, unless that
was three (3) or
at such employment
employm
more years prior to the member’s appointment.
pointment
Board members shall not be current
urrent (or within the
t immediately preceding three
fficials or immediate
imme
imm
(3) year period) City elected officials
family of any incumbent
ng/serving any district
d
elected official representing/serving
or municipality in the State of
ng attorney or th
New York. No practicing
their immediate family who represents or
ntiff or defend
d
has represented a plaintiff
defendant in a police misconduct lawsuit initiated
D within the pa
past ten (10) years shall be a member of the
against the GPD
embers may n
Board. Board members
not represent a complainant or a GPD Officer at
rings.
Board hearings.

F.

E.

2.

7
10
9
8
The Board
oard should endeavor
en
end
to contain at least two (2) licensed mental
health
ofessionals, at
a le
professionals,
least one (1) duly licensed attorney in good standing, and at
ast two (2) du
dul
least
duly ordained members of the clergy.
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C.

The residency
side
requirement may be waived only for the purposes of appointing
12
a Board member to fulfill the professional representation of licensed mental
13
14
health professionals or a licensed attorney in good standing..

The provisions of Article 2, Section 5 and Article 3, Section 30 of the Public
Officers Law of the State of New York, regarding vacancies, shall apply to all
members of the Board.

Appointment Process
A.

Appointments to the initial Board shall be made within sixty (60) days from
the effective date of this Local Law as follows:
1) The Mayor shall appoint one (1) member.

11
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2) Council shall appoint three (3) members; one (1) appointee from each
of the three Supervisory Districts: District 1 (Wards 1 & 2); District 2
(Wards 3 & 4); District 3 (Wards 5 & 6).
3) The Geneva Community Compact Committee will nominate ten (10)
individuals from the community at large, two (2) for each of its five (5)
Board seats, within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this local
law, from which Council shall confirm and appoint one (1) such
individual for each of the five (5) member-seats at Council’s discretion.

Terms
A.
The first term of the initial Board commences when all nine (9) Board
members are appointed and ends on December 31st of the following year.
gge
B.
Except for the initial Board, members shall serve staggered
three (3) year
3) year term,
te
terms and may be reappointed for another three (3)
for a total
reappoi
reapp
of six (6) years, after which, the member shall not be reappointed
for at
least three (3) years.
hallll commence on
o January 1st
C.
Except for the initial Board, each term shall
mbers shall be appointed
ap
and end on December 31st. The members
for terms of
e (9)
9) members a
three (3) years, except the first nine
appointed. Of the first
mem
nine (9) members appointed: a) three (3) memb
members shall be appointed for
om
m one (1) shall have been designated by
terms of one (1) year, of whom
desig
des
Council, and two (2) shall have been designated
by the Community
mem
Compact Committee; b) three (3) members
shall be appointed for terms of
om one (1)
(1 shall have been designated by the
two (2) years, of whom
Council, and two (2) shall have b
been designated by the Community
mmittee;
ttee; c) three (3) members shall be appointed for terms of
Compact Committee;
ears, of whom one
on (1) shall have been designated by the
o
three (3) years,
Mayor, one (1) shall hav
have been designated by the Community Compact
mittee, and one (1) shall have been designated by Council.
Committee,

4.
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3.

Remov
R
Vacanciess and Removal
A.

B.

C.

e iin
After the
initial nine (9) member Board has been established, when any
member vacates the Board, the Board shall notify the Mayor, Council, and
the Community Compact Committee. The vacant position shall be filled in
the same manner by which it was initially filled, within sixty (60) days of
the vacancy. The Board member appointed shall complete the unexpired
term of the former member.
A Board member seeking public office shall resign their seat at the time
they announce their candidacy or file their petitions, whichever happens
first.
A Board member who no longer resides in the City shall resign
immediately.
1
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D.

By a two-thirds (6 out of 9) majority vote, the Board may request that
Council remove a Board member for failure to adhere to the policies
and/or inadequate attendance at meetings. The Council may remove the
member by a majority vote.

§ 15-4 POWERS AND DUTIES
1. Investigations, Disciplinary Matrix, Power to Recommend Discipline, Review and
Assessment of Regulations, Cooperative Relationships
The Board shall have the power to conduct independent investigations, the
power to use subpoenas to compel testimony and the production of evidence,
and the power to recommend discipline according to an established
disciplinary matrix) if a complaint of misconduct is sustained. Confidential
ordance with State law.
information shall be guarded and protected in accordance

B.

1
x in conjunction
conjunctio with the
The Board shall establish a disciplinary matrix
Chief of
2
anager.
the Geneva Police Department and City Manager.

C.

PD policies, procedures,
proc
The Board shall review and assess GPD
patterns,
end
nd changes to the
t GPD. Written
practices and training and recommend
commendation will be sent to the Board and
commendations
acknowledgment of receipt of recommendations
3 f Police within s
City Manager from the Chief of
sixty (60) days with a detailed
4
nd are
re not being
bein implemented.
listing of what items are and

D.

hief
ief shall establish
establis a cooperative relationship to ensure
The Board and the Chief
cient flow of
o information.
info
the orderly and efficient

O

§ 15-5 PROCEDURES

PO
SE
D

A.

PR

aints
1. Initiation of Complaints
recei
receiv
A. Complaintss may be received
directly by the Board, or upon referral from the
Council any Councilmember, or the Chief.
Mayor, the Council,
oard shall receive
rec
B. The Board
complaints by telephone, in person, by mail, email or web
mpla
mplaints
form. Complaints
shall be received and considered whether submitted under
a
signature orr anonymous.
All complaints shall be reduced to writing. If the
complainant does not wish to do so, the person referring the complaint may do so
in their place. Efforts to simplify the procedure shall be made to encourage filing.
No complaint will not be processed solely on the basis of a procedural error.
Professional standards of confidentiality with regard to the written release
of information and informed consent will apply to all complaints filed. With respect
to the confidentiality of all interested parties, the Board shall comply with all local,
state, and federal law.
C. The Board shall inform complainants of their legal assistance options and the
procedure for filing a Notice of Claim with the Corporation Counsel against the
City, pursuant to Article VII of the City Charter.
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Board Investigation of Complaints
A. Subsequent to a complaint being received, the Police Accountability Board shall
interview complainants, witnesses and GPD Officers, and gather relevant
evidence.
B. Subpoenas may be issued upon the affirmative vote of a majority of the Board at
any time during the review and adjudication processes. Such subpoenas may
compel the attendance of witnesses, GPD Officers, GPD employees, and/or
persons, and require the production of records and other materials, including
records of the GPD, other persons, or other agencies. A copy of any subpoena
served upon a GPD Officer or employee shall also be delivered to the Chief. Board
subpoenas are enforceable pursuant to relevant provisions of Article 23 of the
New York Civil Practice Law and Rules.
th City Charter to
C. The Chief shall use the authority granted by Article IX of the
g discipline
discipl
promulgate new rules or utilize existing rules regarding
and
ce
e with Board
Boar procedure and
administration of GPD Officers to ensure compliance
all be notified of
o their rights against
applicable law. GPD Officers and employees shall
y,, 385 U.S. 493 (1967) before any
self-incrimination under Garrity v. New Jersey,
testimony is taken from them.
hig
D. One (1) police officer holding the rank of Captain or higher
shall be made available
ard’s reque
request to serve
s
by the Chief to the Board at the Board’s
as a consultant or
om
m members of the Board regarding specific
advisor should questions arise from
1
eneral orders. The
Th officer so assigned shall
police practices, policies, or general
not be
2
he Officer(s) in
the Commanding Officer off the
involved in the case being reviewed.
d
E. A complainant may, at anyy time, decline
to have their complaint investigated and
rd. Such declination
dec
declinat
reviewed by the Board.
must be made in writing by the
all be forwarded
forward to the Chief by the Board.
complainant, and shall
ade
de by complai
complaina
n
F. Statements made
complainants,
GPD Officers or employees, or witnesses are
he
e panel's determinations
determ
subject to the
of weight and credibility.
eff shall take no action
a
G. The Chief
on a complaint, whether received directly by the
Boar until receipt of the Board findings and decision, or notice
GPD or by the Board,
e Board has determined no disciplinary action is appropriate. Nonetheless,
that the
shall retain
re
the Chief sha
the authority to suspend or terminate the employment of an
GPD Officer d
during the investigation and adjudication of a complaint against the
GPD Officer.

3.

Reasonable Cause Determination
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SE
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2.

Upon completion of the review of the material from the Board investigation, the Board
members will determine whether or not there is reasonable cause to proceed to a
hearing. If there is reasonable cause to proceed, the Board shall schedule a hearing
and notify the complainant and the Chief. If there is not reasonable cause, the Board
shall notify the complainant and the Chief of this determination.
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4. Hearing Process
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.

PO

I.

ard
d shall be
b mad
Decisions of the Board
made by a majority vote pursuant to
evidenc standard
st
preponderance off the evidence
of proof. Deliberations of the Board
ential
ntial and confined
confin to the Board members and their legal
shall be confidential
sha
advisor(s). The decision sh
shall include: (i) findings of fact, (ii) a determination as
er there is subst
to whether
substantial evidence of misconduct, and (iii) the disciplinary
reference
erence to the GPD Officer(s) pursuant to the disciplinary matrix.
action in ref

O

H.

PR

G.

SE

D

F.

Upon majority vote of the Board membership in a duly published open
meeting, the Board may determine to go into Executive Session so that they
may conduct its hearing.
At least six (6) Board members should be in attendance to conduct a hearing.
Board hearings shall be recorded and transcribed by the Board. No other
recordings or transcriptions are permitted.
Decisions made by the Board will be documented in a Notice of Decision
delineating the findings of fact and reasoning of the Board. If a Board member
dissents from the majority’s decision, the dissenter shall provide a written
delineation of their findings of fact and reasoning.
Notice of Decisions shall be provided to all parties with any confidential
nd
d federal
fede
fed
information redacted, pursuant to all local, state, and
law.
hearin shall have the
Both complainant(s) and GPD Officer(s) subject to a hearing
n and call witnesses
witnes
witne
right to obtain counsel or other representation
on their own
n NYS Civil Serv
behalf. All due process rights delineated in
Service Law Section 75
shall apply.
bject
ect to hearings may be questioned by the
Complainants and GPD Officers subject
elevant
vant evidence
eviden pertaining to the case
Board at the Board’s discretion; relevant
before the Board may also be entered into the hearing.
lainants,
nants, GPD em
Statements made by complainants,
employees, Officers, or witnesses
’s determination of weight and credibility.
are subject to the Board’s

a. Iff the B
Board finds that the GPD Officer(s) may have engaged in
crim
criminal
conduct, it shall refer the matter to the Ontario County
D
District
Attorney's Office or the New York State Attorney General’s
Office and request that their office initiate an investigation.
b. The Board shall notify the complainant and the Chief, in writing
within five (5) business days of the Board's findings and decision. It
shall be the responsibility of the Chief to notify the GPD Officer(s)
who were the subject(s) of the Board’s findings and decision.
c. If a Notice of Board Decision contains a dissenting opinion, the
complainant may appeal to the City Manager for review of the
Board’s findings. The complainant’s appeal requesting City
Manager review must be in writing and received by the Board no
more than 30 days after the Notice of Board Decision was sent to
the complainant.
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J.

d. Board decisions may include disciplinary sanctions including but
not limited to counseling,,1reprimand, retraining, suspension,
2
demotion, or dismissal.
t employee’s personnel file
e. Board decisions will be made partt of the
and cannot be removed.
The findings and decisions of the hearing will be reported to any Board
members not in attendance of the hearing at the next scheduled meeting.
Board members who were not present for the hearing of a particular case are
disqualified from voting on that case.

L.

The actions of the Board shall not preclude action by the criminal or civil justice
system.
Within thirty (30) days of the receipt of a Notice of Board Decision, the Chief
shall provide the Board with a written explanation off the exact discipline
imposed in accordance with the matrix.

M.

D

K.

§ 15-6 DISCIPLINE

3.

SE

2.

hall establish a disciplinary
d
Before conducting any hearings, the Board shall
matrix per §
o impose any additional
a
15-4. This shall not limit the Chief's ability to
discipline for a
commended
mended by the
th Board.
GPD Officer above and beyond that recommended
nt and the Chief in writing within five (5)
The Board shall notify the complainant
ecision of disciplinary
disci
disc
business days of the Board’s final decision
recommendation.
d with a written explanation
e
The Chief will provide the Board
of the exact discipline
imposed in accordance with the matrix within thirty (30) days.

O

§ 15- 7 POLICY ASSESSMENT

PO

1.

PR

At least annually, the Board shall revie
review and assess GPD policies, procedures, patterns
mend changes with
w input from the community.
and practices and recommend
oard shall have regular and unrestricted access to body camera footage
1.
The Board
rder to review,
rreview
view, apart
a
in order
from the public portion of its meeting, the operations of
D employees for the purpose of reviewing adherence to adopted policies
GPD
e de
devel
and the
development of, or modification to, existing policies or trainings for the
improvement and efficacy of the department’s operations.
2.
The Board shall send its policy recommendations to the Chief, the City Manager,
and City Council.
3.
The Board’s recommendations may address, but are not limited to: conduct and
policies exhibiting bias against individuals based on race, gender, sexual
3
orientation, perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, disability and
perceived disability; use of force both lethal and non-lethal; de-escalation
policies; vehicle and foot pursuits; use of canines; failure to acknowledge and/or
accommodate the needs of people with disabilities including but not limited to
physical disabilities, intellectual and developmental disabilities, psychiatric
disabilities, traumatic brain injuries; and human rights issues.
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4.

5.

6.

§ 15- 8

Within thirty (30) days of receiving the recommendations, the Chief shall provide
the Board, the Mayor, and Council with a written explanation of why the Chief
agrees or disagrees with the policy recommendations.
The Chief shall provide a timeline to the Board indicating implementation of
each recommendation or an explanation of the decision not to implement said
recommendation.
The Board shall publicize whether or not the policy recommendation(s) have
been implemented.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

The Board shall conduct outreach to community members, groups, and
uage access for limited and
nonprofit organizations. The Board shall provide language
rre
non-English proficient individuals. The Board shalll provide reasonable
al,
l, state, and local
loc law to
accommodations in accordance with the federal,
1
individuals with disabilities.
ade available by GPD Officers and
Complaint forms and instructions shall be made
g and City Hall, at
a the Geneva Public
employees, at the Public Safety Building
2
he City of Geneva
Genev website.
Library, at Board meetings, and on the
ne
e ss meetings that
th include review of
In addition to regular monthly business
te
e public input or comment, and provide
complaints, the Board shall invite
proce
information education about the Board pro
process and its work.
h the Community Compact Committee to establish and
The Board shall work with
ct with and solicit input from youth, present educational
pursue ways to interact
programs designed to promote publ
public awareness of the Board process, give the
n about their rights
righ and responsibilities regarding encounters
rig
public information
rcement
cement employees,
employ
employe
with law enforcement
and publicize the procedure for filing a
complaint with the Board.
tth Board with a webpage on which the Board shall post
The Cityy shall provide the
mation, including
inclu
information,
but not limited to: educational materials, links, videos,
orts, and forms related to the operation of the Board and its mission.
reports,
The Board shall survey complainants and the public to assess satisfaction and
conc
conce
identify concerns
with the Board’s investigative and adjudicative processes.
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D.

E.

within ten (10) years of the incident and whether or not those complaints
were sustained; the Board shall comply with local, state, and federal law
and redact any information that may not be disclosed publicly;
The number of times and the types of use of force used per complaint and
the total number of times and types of use of force used, the number of
times pepper spray was deployed, the number of times and types of pain
compliance tactics used, the number of times and types of use where a
Taser was deployed;
In the event that a GPD Officer uses their firearm, report shall include:
i. the type of weapon used (firearm, brand, type); b) number of
shots fired; c) the range from which the firearm was fired; d)
injuries sustained by the complainant, animal(s), GPD
ym
Officer(s), and/or any bystanders; e) any
medical care
provided and what type; whether the person or animal was
killed;
e panel’s disciplinary
disciplin
discip
i The number of cases where the
decision was
e type of sanctions
sanctio imposed;
enforced by the Chief and the
ere the Chief dis
ii The number of cases where
disputed the disciplinary
decision of the panel;
es reviewed by the
th Board, the number of
iii The number of cases
d not to have reasonable
rea
complaints found
cause to be heard, the
mplainants
ainants contacting
conta
co
number of complainants
the Board but not following
th a formal signed
signe complaint, the length of time each
through with
as pending before
befor the Board, and the number of
case was
plainants who
w filed
file a notice of claim against the City while
complainants
eirr complaint wa
w
their
was being considered by the Board.
recomme
iv The recommen
recommendations related to changes in GPD patterns,
ractices, po
practices,
policies, and procedures;
v Whether the prior year’s recommended changes have been
imp
implem
implemented;
v A summary
s
vi
of complainant and public survey data with an
assessment of if and how Board policies should change to
accommodate concerns.

15.13 This local law shall take effect twenty (20) days after it is filed as provided in Section
Twenty Seven of the Municipal Home Rule Law.
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§ 15- 9 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
1.

D

2.

No Board Member shall have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or
indirect, or engage in any business or transaction or professional activity or incur
any obligation of any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the proper
discharge of their duties in the public interest. Any conflict of interest prohibited
by Article 18 of the General Municipal Law or by the City of Geneva Code of
Ethics shall disqualify a member. Board members may not represent a
complainant or a GPD Officer before the Board.
If a Board member has a personal, business or other financial relationship with a
mem
party to or a witness in a matter before the Board, the member
shall disclose the
selves from
fro deliberations or
situation to the Chairperson and shall recuse themselves
action in connection with that case.

PO

SE

§ 15- 10 LEGAL REPRESENTATION
ent the Board as it would other public
1. The City Attorney shall advise and represent
der Section 7.5
7. of the City Charter.
boards in accordance with the duties under
o contract for independent
ind
2. The Board may use its discretion to
legal counsel, as it
deems appropriate.
§ 15- 11 RETALIATION PROHIBITED

PR

O

ficers
cers and emplo
Retaliation by GPD Officers
employees against complainants, witnesses,
d employees,
employee or any other person related to their
Board members, GPD Officers and
h the Board shall
shal be prohibited. Retaliation includes but is not
sha
participation or involvement with
nt, harassment
harassment, intimidation,
i
limited to: disparate treatment,
stalking, threats, and assaults. If a
complaint of retaliation is sustained by the Board, disciplinary action shall be taken based
atrix. The Chie
Chief will also be notified of the misconduct. Any other City
upon the disciplinary matrix.
ages in retalia
retaliation as defined above shall also be subject to discipline.
employee who engages
OU
OUN
§ 15- 12 POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY
BOARD REPORTS
1. The Board shall publish monthly data on the receipt and dispositions of
complaints.
2. All complaints shall be issued a public tracking number, which shall be included
in the annual report.
3.

The Board shall provide an annual report to the City Council, made available to
the general public on the City’s website, documenting:
A.
The total number and type of complaints and the Wards in which they
happened;
B. The public tracking number of each complaint;
C. Detailed information that is legally available to the Board, including the
number of previous complaints against the GPD Officer(s) named therein

August 31, 2020
Dear Mayor Valentino and City Councilors Burall, Pealer, Regan, Camera, Salamendra, Pruett,
Noone, and Gaglianese:
We are writing to urge you to pass 2-2020, “Local Law Amending the Geneva City Charter to
Establish a Police Accountability Board.” The peaceful demonstrations led by the People’s
Peaceful Protest (PPP) in our community this summer have garnered widespread community
support. They have built upon the preexisting work to achieve police reform which has been in
progress in this city since before the murder of Corey Jackson in 2011. We urge the City
Council to act decisively and pass this piece of reasonable, researched, and substantive
legislation which has been set before you at this historic moment. If our city wants to recover
from decades of distrust between the community and the Geneva Police Department, we must
ensure that the police are accountable to the community they are tasked with serving.
As you know, on July 18, 2020, our organization, now known as Community Education for
Transformation (a group of local educators, students, and community leaders), hosted a forum on
police reform. The event was intended to foster dialogue and discussion on the important issues
related to the establishment of a police accountability board (PAB) in Geneva. Many of you
attended this event. Below we will summarize the key points community leaders and experts
made regarding police reform in Geneva. We are also including a complete transcript of the
event, along with the chat comments made by the participants. We would like this to be
submitted into the record of stakeholder feedback. You can also view the full event on YouTube
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJlT_dbo1zU
GENEVA HAS A LONG HISTORY OF POLICE BRUTALITY
Policing in Geneva has historically been deeply informed by racial and class divisions, with
poorer communities of color experiencing a higher rate of policing in general and police brutality
specifically. Throughout the teach-in, community leaders reiterated that this is the reality in
Geneva while detailing the city’s long fight for police reform. For example, former city
councilor Jackie Augustine spoke about how even before the murder of Corey Jackson at the
hands of the Geneva Police Department (GPD), police reform efforts had focused on diversifying
the GPD’s body of officers and building greater trust between the community and the police. In
the aftermath of Jackson’s death and after accumulating a number of complaints of misconduct,
Augustine explained that the city council essentially said: “All right, this is the end of that.
We’re going to figure it out. We’re all going to get together and we’re going to do policing right
in Geneva, top to bottom.” But reflecting on where we stand today, Augustine said: “And I
guess what I would say is, here we are. A lot of those pieces are still unfinished.”
It is up to the current council to finish the job. Geneva needs the comprehensive reforms that
will give real substantive power to the community and enable them to address the misconduct
that has been happening for far too long. Those that argue that things are moving too quickly
perhaps have the privilege of not living and existing in the overpoliced and frequently mistreated
parts of our city, and thus perhaps they have the privilege of feeling that this change is coming

quickly. We must remember that this is a battle the people of Geneva have been fighting for a
long time and these changes are overdue.
THE BLACK COMMUNITY IN GENEVA IS UNITED IN SUPPORT OF A PAB
While many have tried to claim that Geneva’s Black community is divided about the need for a
PAB, this is patently false. As Sidney Moore stated unequivocally at the teach-in: “I don’t think
it has been very clear to the general public previously, but the NAACP does support the
resolution that was put forth by the People’s Peaceful Protest to establish a process for adopting a
police accountability review board. . . . We feel that there is some accountability that is
warranted and needed here in the city of Geneva; I want to be very clear on that.”
These reforms have broad support across generations in the communities that will be most
affected. While different organizations may have chosen to use different mechanisms to
advocate for this change, leaders of the various community organizations agree that now is the
time to make real police reform in Geneva.
ROCHESTER’S PAB IS A USEFUL MODEL THAT THE PPP HAS BUILT ON
Rochester has successfully passed legislation to create a strong PAB and has fought the legal
challenges that followed. Geneva thus has the benefit of learning from Rochester’s successes
and hardships. Rochester PAB chair Shani Wilson and police reform expert and advocate Ted
Forsyth spoke candidly at the teach-in about what is essential for a PAB to “have teeth.” Their
“five pillars” are: 1) independence from city government/the GPD, 2) the power to independently
investigate complaints, 3) subpoena power to compel the production of evidence/witnesses, 4)
disciplinary power, and 5) the power to review and recommend changes to GPD practices,
policies, and procedures. In response to their insights and advice, the PPP drew up legislation
for a PAB which, while it started with the Rochester model, had been adjusted to achieve the
goal of “teeth” without the potential legal pitfalls. As such, §15-6 of Local Law 2-2020 is
structured so that the police chief is responsible for imposing discipline (thus not violating the
police union’s contract) but he/she must provide a written explanation regarding how that
discipline is in accordance with or in opposition to the PAB’s recommendation. In this way,
while the chief retains the authority, the public will be aware of any discrepancies and can hold
the chief accountable.
The PAB proposed in Local Law 2-2020 thus offers Geneva the strongest chance to build a
structure of accountability within the strictures of the current police union contract.

There is a current lack of trust between the GPD and the people of Geneva. Without the serious
reforms that establishing a PAB will inaugurate, that trust will never develop.
Thank you for your leadership in these challenging times.
Sincerely,
Community Education for Transformation

8/31– community member
I am a resident, both living and working in Geneva as an independent contractor/small business owner.
I would like to ADVOCATE FOR and offer my feedback IN FAVOR OF creating a police accountability
board in the city of Geneva.
Thank you for your time and considering citizens personal opinions.
8/31– community member
I write to voice my support for the proposed law instituting a Police Accountability Board for the city. This
step will serve to better integrate the police force with the city, and strengthen our local democratic
institutions. The power wielded by police is immense, and ensuring that the use of this power is overseen
by the community, even as the community is overseen by the police, is a pure expression of our ideal as a
society. Power derives from the people, is exercised in our name, and must be accountable to us all as a
community. This much needed reform will bring us closer to that ideal of responsibly exercised authority.
Having written this, I have just read the police union president’s comments on the proposal, submitted in
response to the Body Camera Use Task Force. In that document, public oversight of the police was
likened to Nazism. How utterly appalling. The control proposed for the board is hardly “unfettered”, as he
states. It is rather the lack of accountability the police currently enjoy that is reminiscent of authoritarian
regimes. That a call for accountability to the population the police are tasked with protecting and serving
can elicit such a reaction is the strongest possible evidence that this reform is urgently needed.
8/31– community member
I’m in full support of the proposed law as it stands. I wanted to voice my opinion.

8/31– community member
I support the PAB legislation in principle. I regret that I have not been able to take the time to do a
responsible job of reviewing all the components to the legislation, although I have read it through a number
of times. Here are some thoughts that come to mind:
- there is nothing indicating that complaint forms will be available in Spanish nor that there will be
interpretive services made available for any hearing that may require this. I think this is important - all
Geneva citizens should feel that they have equal access to this process and be able to fully understand
what is taking place.
- I have a big concern using the Community Compact committee as a named party in the resolution. I
understand that this is a body that would be able to recommend individuals from the Black community and
thus a logical choice at this time. However, there is nothing about the structure of the Community Compact

committee that insures that it will be here even a year from now nor is it part of their agreement to take this
on. To put this in legislation without ensuring that they are able and willing to take this on seems like putting
the cart before the horse. This seems a major flaw. Additionally, I don't know the degree to which they are
able to identify people from the mental health, substance abuse, LGBTQ, disabilities, youth...communities.
While this proposal comes from BLM, I believe that there has been an identified concern from the beginning
that the PAB have the perspectives of a broad range of the community. I don't have a simple or obvious
answer to this matter - but I believe that this is an area that needs more thought.
- under procedures, section 4 B:" At least six (6) Board members should be in attendance to conduct a
hearing." I believe that of those 6 people, 2/3 should be board members from the community, 1/3 from
administration (or something to that effect).
Thank you for taking the time to solicit these community responses.

8/31– community member
I have read the proposed law, and am very much in favor of it, in particular the following pieces:
*
*
*
*

The proposed autonomy of the PAB
The proposed make-up of the board, in particular the inclusion of mental health professionals.
The PAB’s power to use subpoenas to compel testimony
The PAB’S ability to pursue an investigation even absent a civilian complaint

I am grateful for all that the City of Geneva has done over the summer to create this legislation, and to
make Geneva an even better, safer, and more progressive community.
8/31– community member
#1PAB
Firstly I would like to remind the council that a Police Accountability Board has absolutely no downside.
This Board will be in place for misconduct that NO ONE WANTS TO HAPPEN. Hopefully it never needs to
get used-and it doesn't make sense that there already wasn't one in place.
I believe it is incredibly important for this board to have these five pillars
-Independent from GPD
-Conducts independent investigations
-Disciplinary power to the extent of NYS law -Subpoena power -Reviews and makes recommendations on
police policies
These recommendations do not take power away from the Chief. Again, this board hopefully won't be
needed, but when there is misconduct this board can suggest ways to hold officers accountable. They will
advise.

8/31– community member
Good evening! I am a community activist with the Geneva Women's Assembly who strongly supports
Proposed Geneva Local Law 2-2020, which would establish a much-needed police accountability board in
Geneva. This proposal covers the following five pillars for an effective and trustworthy police accountability
board that have been identified by reliable research as best practices:
--Independent from GPD
--Duty to investigate complaints of police misconduct
--Power to impose discipline to the extent allowable by NYS law
--Duty to review GPD policies
--Subpoena power to compel testimony and the production of evidence
A police accountability board would go a long way in ensuring the safety of all citizens in Geneva,
regardless of race or socioeconomic status.

8/31– community member
Yes on law 2-2020

8/31– community member
I do not believe we need a police accountability board or changes to the body can policy.It is foolish to
make any changes before the governor reform recommendations are known. It dismays me that our
councilors voted on this important topic before checking with the constituents in their ward .It tells me they
don't care what the majority of people of Geneva want only their personal agenda.

8/31– community member
NO PAB IN GENEVA!!
We don’t need it, we don’t want it, we CAN’T afford it!!!
8/31– community member
Based on everything I have heard so far from both sides on this issue I want the board to know I see no
reason for the police accountability board. The time spent so far, and money that it may cost to put in place,
that I as a tax payer may incur is ridiculous based on 9 complaints last year with 6 or 7 of them being from
one individual! This is a senseless agenda by one councilwoman and has spread and divided this city.

8/31– community member
I am a current and lifelong resident of Geneva. I attended school here and have raised my children in this
community. Never would I imagine this community becoming what it has. This community and people
have been pawns in this chess game played strategically well by those who have not been raised here and
without a true vested interest in our city. This city, at one time, offered many opportunities for
advancement in life for those who seek to do so. Myself, as well as other residents have worked hard for
our homes and take pride in the struggles we have overcome to achieve our goals.
I myself have a degree in criminal justice, have completed an internship with the GPD and have had many
interactions with the members of the department. Currently I am a nurse and at times have worked closely
with those in law enforcement.
As a nurse we have assistant managers, managers and directors of nursing who oversee us. We are held
accountable by our superiors, not by a group of people hand picked to determine if our actions were
appropriate or appropriate in their eyes. I seems that unless we were in that situation none of us would
know exactly what we would do.
Who is going to fund this board? Are my taxes going to go up? As I see it now I pay more then my share
of taxes in a city that is so determined to allow a college full of out of state professors have so much say.
Why is the police force on a hiring freeze? Can you answer me this... my child is missing are you going to
get out of your warm bed and go search? My neighbors toddler accidentally found his way into the pool,
the ambulance is 7 minutes out the police less then 90 seconds, they arrive first and begin CPR possibly
saving that child’s life, are you going to be 90 seconds out? Someone is breaking into my home and I am
hiding in my room with my 2 small children, please tell me are you going to put yourself at risk and enter my
home to protect me and my children from the intruder not knowing if they have a weapon? While we all
have so many negative things to say about police I am sure we can come up with just as many positive!!
I disagree with the idea of this PAB, I disagree with any idea that comes from Laura or Jody who are
completely irrational and have no long term vested interest in our city. How can we as a city allow
someone to influence council members who blankly posts about killing all police and burning down police
stations.
So my question is this, mayor and city council members are you prepared to put your life at risk for that of
others? Do you not have any confidence in your police chief to hold his officers accountable? I hope your
answer is one of truth and not stated under duress.

8/31– community member
Fix city council. The rest will fix itself. Frank needs to stay. He is for the people not the puppet club for
HWS

8/31– community member
1) It is absolutely critical that the City Council receives legal counsel other than from the City Attorney. (i) At
the August 5 City Council meeting, Mr. Bove acknowledged that the issues surrounding the PAB are not his
areas of expertise. (ii) At the August 24 Special Council meeting, Mr. Bove himself stated that receiving
legal counsel from an additional attorney with more expertise (and who generally supports the goals of
PABs) would be invaluable. (iii) In rendering his legal interpretation, Mr. Bove consistently refers to the legal
interpretation of attorneys working with or for police unions; such attorneys have a vested interest in
maintaining as much independent authority in the hands of police departments as possible and thus, are
not sufficient outside counsel.
2) During City Council meetings, Councilors regularly refer to legal interpretations that have been provided
by Mr. Bove. These legal interpretations, rightly so, are having influence over the deliberations and thus,
should be easily accessed by the community. Please post the legal interpretations of Mr Bove in a
conspicuous location on the City webpage.
3) Similarly, legal interpretations and threats of lawsuit by the police union are entering into City Council
deliberations. If the police union's legal interpretations have been provided to the City Council, then why
have they not been provided to the residents that the Councilors represent? Either police union feedback
and threats of lawsuit should not enter into deliberations or they should be provided to the public in a
conspicuous location on the City's website.
4) I here Councilors discuss the importance of receiving feedback from the entire population of Geneva.
Certainly, individuals from every sub-population must be given the opportunity to provide feedback and all
the feedback must be evaluated. However, both the Governor's Executive Order 203 and the City
Manager's Reform Consultation Plan emphasize the disproportionate influence that the needs of
communities of color shall have on the police reform discussion. How is City Council following this very
specific mandate? By failing to make this emphasis an explicit component of PAB deliberations, the City
Council is in danger of failing to comply with the Governor's directive.
5) I support, in its entirety, Local Law 2-2020. A lot of attention is placed on complaint investigation and
discipline recommendations, but just as important to me is the duty of the PAB to review GPD policies,
procedures, and patterns. It is disgusting that the GPD brags about having an "aggressive road patrol" on
the GPD website. What other policies, procedures, and patterns does the GPD take pride in that are
antithetical to building trust between community members and police officers? Are GPD policies,
procedures, and patterns focused on providing safety to the community or being an adversary to the
community?
6) The PAB must have the authority to conduct investigations of police misconduct independently from the
GPD. There are members of the Genevan community that do not trust the GPD. If there is any interference
or investigative direction from the GPD in the conduct of PAB investigations, then there will be no
attenuation of this distrust. The PAB in Local Law 2-2020 has a transparent process for conducting
investigations and recommending discipline. Similarly, the processes by which recommendations are
delivered to the Chief of Police and by which the Chief of Police responds to such recommendations is
clear and transparent. In reading the proposal, I only can ascertain one possible concern. Namely, the

concern that the PAB recommends a discipline, the Chief of Police imposes a discipline that is less severe
than the PAB recommendation, and the Chief is not able to provide a legitimate explanation for the less
severe discipline; if a legitimate explanation exists, then there is no reason for concern.
7) Without the power to compel testimony and the production of evidence, the PAB will be a purely
ceremonial body and not have the authority to perform the responsibilities given to it. To be an effectual
body, the PAB needs to have the same subpoena power as the City Council.

8/31– community member
I have structured my feedback to respond directly to what I understand are the main concerns of the City
Council with regard to Local Law 2-2020: disciplinary powers, investigative powers, and the composition
of the PAB.
Disciplinary Powers: I think that the way disciplinary powers are currently structured in §15-6 is the way
to go. I think that, as written, it is a creative solution that both has the “teeth” the people want to see and
doesn’t run the risk of opening the city up to a lawsuit from the police union. As written, the PAB will
make its “final decision of disciplinary recommendation,” but it is just that—a recommendation. It is then
at the discretion of the police chief to decide if he will impose the discipline the PAB recommended or
something more or less severe. The only catch is that he must “provide the Board with a written
explanation of the exact discipline imposed.” This means that he is at liberty to use his discretion to
make disciplinary decisions (and thus this skirts any issues with the police union, since the authority
remains vested in the chief), but he must also answer to the public if he chooses to go against the PAB’s
recommendation.
I was very concerned by the way that the city attorney represented this section in the August 31st
work session. He said that the police chief could impose stronger discipline than the PAB
recommended but not weaker. This is false. If you review §15-6, you will see that this is not in the
legislation. I urge you to point this out to the city attorney and ask how this changes his legal analysis
of the law’s current disciplinary powers and the potential for a lawsuit from the police union.
Investigative Powers: I urge you to keep the investigative powers as they are in the current version of 22020. It is critical that the PAB operate independently of the police department so as to protect the
integrity of the process. An independent PAB has the benefit of 1) being more likely to have the trust of
complainants who already feel victimized by the police and would thus be unlikely to trust other officers to
investigate their claims and 2) being more likely to have authority when they clear police officers of wrong
doing since the board cannot be accused of being biased toward the police. In this, both the complainant
and the police officer(s) win. They are both guaranteed a fair and impartial process that they can trust.
From what I have heard in the City Council meetings, there were 8 claims of misconduct last year, but we
also know from word around town that there are many more potential claims out there. It is in the interest
of the people of the city and the GPD that we have a PAB where these claims can be brought and

definitively closed so they are no longer swirling accusations that cannot be substantiated in either
direction. But these complaints will only be brought forward if the community can trust in the
independence of the PAB. Please, do not make amendments which would compromise this
independence. This is our chance to get it right.
Composition of the PAB: I have heard councilors voice a concern that given all of the prerequisites for
membership on the PAB, there will not be enough people available and willing to fill the positions. I think
that this is an overreach. In §15-3 part 1C, it gives limitations for membership if the candidate or their
family is “a former law enforcement employee with an agency other than GPD,” but it concludes “unless
that such employment was three (3) or more years prior to the member’s appointment.” This means that
any connections that are more than three years old (expired/ended) do not negate someone’s ability to
serve on the PAB. I think this is a reasonable qualification given that it asks the candidate for membership
to have some distance from such circumstances but does not preclude their participation in the PAB
indefinitely moving forward. The same three-year clause is in place for city officials and their family.
The one change I would recommend is lowering the suggestion for “two (2) ordained members of the
clergy” to only one. While I can understand the benefit of having a clergyperson’s perspective (given
they have different training regarding ethics, right/wrong, forgiveness, etc.), I am a firm believer in the
separation of church and state. I am not opposed to more than one clergyperson being on the board,
however, I do not feel that the city should be required to actively pursue including two members who are
clergy.

8/31– community member
My input is simple. We have no need of a PAB.
We have departments and department heads and those department heads are charged to run their
departments. The structure is set, the process works. A PAB is an exercise in over-engineering that
comes with an accompanying high risk of controversy and financial burden. Undermining the structure of
authority is usually a bad idea. It creates ill-will and brings low morale to the department involved. In the
case of the police, it is the Chief of Police who is the department head; let it remain so. It is unwise to invite
trouble into a place where no trouble exists.
Additionally, it is a hysterical time in this nation and emotions are running too high to make an attempt at
such significant change. We stand the chance of creating something that we will regret down the road if
created in such a tumultuous, irrational climate. Wisdom is knowing when, as much as it is knowing what
or how to establish such a significant bureaucracy within a city government, any city government, to include
ours. Political opportunists are also at work, it seems, bent on pushing an agenda emerging from a radical
ideological narrative. We must protect our city from such alien and divisive forces, whether they have their
source internal or external to the politics of city business. We must be on our guard that this is not a
political tactic devised to gain control over the civic department that is charged with protecting the entire city
from harm.

As it stands, the GPD has a sterling service-call/complaint ratio as well as high state accreditation scores,
making it illogical to instigate such a move now, at such a time of high tension; unreasonable, irresponsible
even, one might say. Furthermore, with the city facing a significant budget deficit, a large segment of
taxpayers will see this as an unnecessary burden on them, thereby losing popular support for such an illtimed idea, generating negativity and bitterness from the start; making it a stillborn project projecting
negativity and ill will long into the future. It all adds up to a cost not worthy of the product, or worse. The
time is simply not now for this idea to be implemented. If ever there will be a time.
“Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity! I say, let your affairs be as two or three, and not a hundred or a thousand;
instead of a million count half a dozen, and keep your accounts on your thumbnail.”
Henry David Thoreau wrote this in his famous "Walden." I think it is wise counsel for just such a time in our
city's history.
Thank you for taking the time to consider my input.

8/31– community member
The rationale for establishment of a Police Accountability Board for the City of Geneva, especially during
this time of crisis and tension for the State of New York and the nation, has not been explained, and the
necessity for such a mechanism has not yet been demonstrated.
It is not clear that the need has been established and the need warranted. I question how necessary and
value-added a Police Accountability Board would be for a small municipality like Geneva. Why now? Have
complaints of police misconduct have been alleged and substantiated? A direct relationship between
individual citizens and peace officers is a rich legacy of neighborhood life in Geneva, and its unique
positive qualities should be preserved. Geneva is not New York City or a large metropolis which may
require a PAB. Establishment of one here seems like a foreign concept.
The present system of accountability of sworn police officers in Geneva appropriately refers in turn to the
Chief of Police, City Manager, and City Council. The responsibility to ensure public accountability and
transparency “over the powers exercised by sworn officers of the Geneva Police Department” properly
attaches directly to our elected officials and not to an indirectly appointed board not directly accountable to
the citizens of Geneva. Further, adjudication of issues and decision-making power resides with locality and
its elected officials, not the State. As such, establishment of a Police Accountability Board is a local
initiative, not one for the State of New York to consider on behalf of the local jurisdiction.
I am not aware that there has been police mismanagement in the performance of their duties which would
require oversight and intervention of a Police Accountability Board. At the same time, the establishment of
such a mechanism with broad investigative and executive authority over time potentially could be used -- in
fact, inevitably would be used -- to initiate proceedings and instigate on behalf of individuals and parochial
group interests at the expense of the general public welfare. Given the propensity of oversight boards to
become politicized, the proposed board -- once created and granted plenary power to make summary
disposition on police oversight issues which the board itself reserves the power to identify and elevate for
action-- may quickly become an agent of disunity and polarization with adverse consequences for the

maintenance of stability, law, and order against the common welfare. As a potential source of division, the
creation of a PAB would then become an agent and focus of dissension rather than of resolution.
Adversarial and unwarranted intervention of accountability boards in overseeing police enforcement
activities has been a common experience in larger municipalities elsewhere in the nation which have
instituted them, and I believe that Geneva should neither encourage or welcome their creation in this
municipality. Without sufficient demonstration of need, I do not support the creation of a superfluous and
potentially dangerous oversight body such as a PAB. I do believe Geneva would benefit from the exercise
of status quo responsibility under the present system of elected government representation without grafting
an intermediate entity on to the existing structure. The potential danger of such a Police Accountability
Board should be averted as being a non-value-added proposal carrying with it the additional incipient risk of
polarization of the community against the general welfare, domestic peace and civic cohesion. It seems to
me that the law of unintended consequences lurks in the seemingly innocuous advocacy of a City of
Geneva Police Accountability Board, and it would be better to let the opportunity pass.
I wholeheartedly support the police in their sworn duty to preserve the peace and defend the rights of all
citizens by upholding the present laws and policies of the City of Geneva as written and adopted. If
anything, the present laws and policies should be more stringently enforced. Police effort should naturally
be dedicated to greater enforcement of the laws already on the books toward the maintenance of domestic
peace and the common good. Dissipating energy, even in the creation of an accountability board, militates
against the ability of police to discharge their responsibilities. Peace officers already are sworn to protect
and defend the general welfare and the community at large to the best of their abilities and are already
subject to adequate measures of supervision and oversight. Creation of a PAB adds little of constructive
value and may in fact work to the detriment of the police in the performance of their duties.

8/31– community member
An effective Police Accountability Board (or a PAB) has 5 fingers like a hand.
The thumb is the most versatile and does the most work. This thumb reviews policies, procedures, and
training, and recommends changes to support ever-improving police work.
The forefinger represents the independence of the board. A PAB is under the control of the community, not
the police. By giving the forefinger independence, the police are opening up their work to community eyes,
increasing transparency and trust.
The third finger stands tall and is given the power to conduct independent investigations *as needed*. This
means that if the PAB has questions about a case as presented, board members can conduct follow-up
interviews or solicit more evidence. This does not mean a paid parallel investigation will automatically take
place, but rather that the board itself will be equipped with the training and ability to keep moving forward if
they have more questions.
The ring finger supports the third finger. The power of independent investigation requires subpoena power.

This means that people involved cannot opt out of a PAB investigation or withhold evidence. Again, this
increases transparency because the PAB is given full access.
The pinky represents the disciplinary matrix. This is the least-used finger of an effective PAB, but it is very
important for balance. The Police Chief, the PAB and the City Manager work together to create or update a
matrix of violations and the resulting disciplines. In effect: "If an officer does this, then her punishment will
be that." The PAB will never discipline police officers. The PAB and the matrix are advisory.
The findings of this independent board will be a recommendation to the Chief based on the co-created
matrix. Nothing happens (in terms of discipline) unless the Chief does it. The PAB is NOT a disciplinary
body. However by co-creating a matrix the PAB will be aware of and supportive of the measures taken or
not taken by the Chief. Likewise, a Police Chief will know that the PAB and our community expect discipline
to be consistent. Should we find ourselves with a less trusted Police Chief in the future, this mutually
created matrix will hold the Police Chief to that consistency.
2 -2020 Local Law To Establish a Police Accountability Board is set up like these 5 fingers for a balanced
board that can be trusted by the community and the police. It does not conflict with the police union's
concern about a PAB with disciplinary powers. It does not demand an exorbitant budget. I fully support
Local Law 2 -2020 and thank you for your efforts.
Thank you for taking my thoughts!

8/31– community member
In reference to the issues pertaining to the Geneva Police Dept. We are concerned about the Police
Accountability Board or” police the police board”. We don’t understand what makes any council member or
private citizen think they are qualified to be on a PAB. That is our concern and it worries us. The
accountability board, sounds like a “public human resource department” that will be filled with people who
know someone on the council or maybe someone with an agenda. We don’t see how this is fair.
It makes you ask yourself what qualifies someone to be on or policing board?
Who would be on a police board? A doctor, a construction worker, an employee for Wegman’s a council
member?
Who meets the qualifications to” police the police?” Unless you are a trained law enforcement officer, you
really don’t know how a police officer should react in a particular situation. Every situation a police officer is
involved in is different. They sometime have to react in a split second. So, we don’t feel a board is
qualified to Monday morning quarterback police calls or procedures.
Let the police, monitor themselves. We have a police chief, that certainly must be qualified. Wasn’t his
position approved by the city council? Don’t you think he wants the department to do what’s right for every
citizen. He is well aware of the criticisms and disrespect police are receiving. There are many police
agencies available to “police the police”. We have the Geneva city police department, the sheriff dept. and

the NYS troopers. We would think, they could create a committee or board to oversee problems. Afterall,
they have been there, the know procedure and they are the trained professionals.
Let’s face it, with every business Geneva is losing. With the increase in taxes. The amount of property off
the tax roll. With the fact, that we can’t develop the lake front to create some revenue for the city. With the
fact, that many of our children had to leave Geneva because of the lack of jobs here. The one solid thing
Geneva can always count on is the Police Department and the Fire Department. We are against any
committee or board to “police the police”.

8/31– community member
I am writing in full support of Local Law 2‐2020, the proposed establishment of a Police Accountability
Board (PAB). I am appending the People’s Peaceful Protest’s endorsement of the Local Law 2‐2020, as
this endorsement lays out point‐by‐point the value and importance of each section of the law. It is an
endorsement that I fully support.
I begin with a quote from the City’s own website under the section for “Residents” which describes
Geneva as “a great place to call home filled with forward‐thinkers focused on community.” At the moment
this seems more aspirational than an accurate portrait. For some even if born here their “home” is denied.
For some the idea of “community” applies to just a few, and those with certain resources or access to
those resources. And as for “forward‐thinkers” . . . yes, we may have “forward‐ thinkers,” by which I
understand as informed, seeking a more just and equitable future, and empathetic. Certainly the People’s
Peaceful Protest group defines “forward thinking” as evidenced by Local Law 2‐
2020. To argue against it, is to argue “home” and “community” defines only a segment of the city; to argue
against the proposed law is not to be forward‐thinking but stagnant, or even, in this Age of Trump,
repugnantly regressive.
What is especially important—and what the proposed taskforces relating to body‐cams and a police
budget advisory board failed at—is that the PAB is independent of the Geneva Police Department (GPD)
and unelected City Administrators and has the power to investigate and act on complaints against the
GPD. Without the power to carry out transparent investigations into policing, and act upon its findings, a
PAB would simply be “advisory” and toothless.
Over the past few weeks some objections have been made to the PAB. These objections are ill‐founded
at best, but more troubling, meant to keep in place an unsustainable, both financially and ethically,
department:
The PAB is not a mechanism of retaliation as some folks think. The transparency of the PAB ensures that
investigations are not swept under the rug or somehow put on the back‐burner or left to stew (pardon the
mixed metaphors!). The transparency of the PAB’s actions will build trust in the GPD. Because of acting
in a timely manner—rather than postponing or delaying—police officers are protected if blameless or
acting in acceptable practices. It will protect officers of conscience from retribution by the police union,
corrupt officers, or other officials.

The PAB will not be filled with know‐nothings. The claim some opponents make that these publically
appointed board members, vetted by the City Council, will have no expertise, credentials, or knowledge
about policing is a red‐herring at best. We elect City Councilors who may not have expertise in urban
planning, tax law, environmental science, engineering, education, social services to govern and guide our
city in city planning, maintaining the environment, deciding on use of economic and social resources.
Opponents to the PAB claim only the police themselves are experts and decry that the PAB would be
filled with non‐experts. And yet these very same people will argue that experts—in sociology,
criminology, law, restorative justice, history, and economics—should be disqualified or ignored. The
notion that unless “you’ve walked the beat” you can’t serve on the PAB is an insult to anyone who seeks
to volunteer for public service.
No group can effectively investigate themselves by themselves. For example, look at the Boeing 737
MAX scandal. This was not caused by a few bad apples or greedy executives, but the systematic
relinquishing of oversight by government agencies to company employees. As external oversight
diminished, Boeing found little need to do rigorous oversight itself. How can the public trust the police
department when even its own officers will be reprimanded or discharged if they blow the whistle on
police misconduct. The sage of Cariol Horne, a police officer from Buffalo, should be a cautionary tale of
what happens to police whistle‐blowers.
The nonsense that a PAB will lead to chaos has to be put to rest. I will not go into the history of the phrase
“law and order,” suffice to say that it is a phrase popularized by Goldwater in 1964 and later with Nixon in
order to woo white voters through appealing to anti‐Black sentiments. Its pedigree goes back much
further, including Jim Crow, apartheid, Nazism, and even earlier, slave‐patrols. The PAB, instead, will if
enacted will give the sense that all citizens of Geneva are valued and that the police work for the well‐
being of all citizens.
The recent claims that the PAB does not represent the “silent majority” is like the “law and order” trope—a
needless, and in fact inflammatory remark designed to appeal to white anti‐Black sentiments. It’s another
item from the Nixon playbook with its peculiar genealogy. Here’s the thing. Geneva is not a dangerous
city. At least for white people. Most of us will be untouched by the presence or lack of a PAB. The police
are there to protect “us” from “them,” our “property” from “them.” Here’s the other thing, we have lost our
conscience once we give into this line of reasoning.
The claim made by some that we should just trust the Chief, he has a good heart (I generally trust Chief
Passalacqua and many of the officers, it should be noted), reminds me of a passage from Dr. Martin
Luther King’s 1964 speech in London, responding to Barry Goldwater’s anti‐civil rights stance: “It may be
true that morality cannot be legislated, but behavior can be regulated. It may be true that the law can’t
change the heart, but it can restrain the heartless. It may be true that the law can’t make a man love
me, but it can restrain him from lynching me. And I think that’s pretty important also.” The PAB would
regulate through transparency and independence.
I am writing this the day after the 57th anniversary of the “March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom,”
you know, the day August 28, 1963 when Dr. King gave his “I have a dream speech.” In light of that, I
have appended a brief bibliography: the Council should avail themselves of this and read a few of the
cited works so as to come to a greater understanding of the stakes not only for our community but the
country as a whole, rather than being swayed by divisive and historically misguided practices and

opinions. The vote on the PAB is much larger than police accountability; voting in support of it will go far in
advancing a better world for our children.
Thank you for taking the time to read this and all the responses thoroughly and with objectivity. This is the
responsibility we have placed in you, to govern from as fully an informed position as possible, one that is
ethical, forward‐thinking, and community‐building.
8/31– community member
I support the proposal with one exception: clergy members should not be mandated on the board. We do
not live in a theocracy, nor are 2/9ths of Genevans duly ordained clergy. Unlike attorneys and mental health
professionals, members of the clergy do not bring relevant professional accreditation. Therefore, the
mandate unnecessarily skews the board in an unrepresentative way.
The compassion and community ties which I assume clergy members are expected to provide may be
selected for without an explicit requirement for their presence.

8/31– community member
Some councillors will be aware I am supportive of a Police Accountability Board. I have spoken in favor of
an independent PAB with investigative, subpoena, policy review, and disciplinary powers at numerous
public events over the years.
To be honest with you, for me the PAB is already a compromise. If I had my choice as to which “reform”
measures to pursue, I’d begin with an across the board 50% budget cut for the entire department, with a
civilian panel to review the records of each officer and the entire leadership group, only keeping those
officers committed to remaking policing in Geneva around community control. Police supporters always
complain that any reform will lead to officers seeking work in other communities. Let them. We have too
many anyway. But we should prioritize removing those whose extreme racial and political views make them
active detriments to quality of life in the city.
A PAB is a good first step in transforming the toxic and white supremacist culture of policing in this city.
This culture, you must be aware, goes beyond our actual officers, many of whom are professional, fair, and
even-handed. But they are surrounded by an aggressive, angry, racist and sexist subculture that wants
Geneva to “go back” to a fantasy they have of racial stability (which was really a period of violent racist
domination).
Since I have made my own views on a PAB clear for years, I will not focus on the bill’s particulars, which
others will speak to in depth, but rather try to sketch some of the context and political processes that
produced it. If you attempt to revise and pass a good local law, it will be useful to have a realistic sense of
what brought it about.

Contrary to assertions made by Councilman Pealer, the idea to pursue a reform strategy similar to
Rochester’s did not come from Rochester, or for that matter from the Colleges, but from Geneva residents
at public meetings called in Geneva. I was among a number of people who suggested that a report on
policing and police accountability written in Rochester might have some value in thinking through our own
procedures. Back in 2017, many people in this city read that report, which was substantially authored by
Ted Forsyth. In the years since, that program was largely adopted by first the Rochester City Council and
then the entire city by referendum. This summer, the PPP invited Mr. Forsyth to talk at one of their events.
At that event Mr. Forsyth reflected on conversations he had had in 2017 regarding Tools for Social Change,
which had been for years an active site of community dialogue across race and class. Mr. Pealer spun that
into a wild conspiracy theory whereby Mr. Forsyth was in league with “Marxist” college professors to
impose big city reform on our poor little town. In fact, it was only this year that, upon invitation from the
PPP, Mr. Forsyth became a vocal supporter of police reform in Geneva, although many activists have
looked to his work in the 2017 report for inspiration. Moreover, TFSC, while it had for years been an
important site of dialogue and community building, was not where recent arguments for police reform came
from; to my knowledge, the group has not been actively meeting for some time now. Councilman Pealer’s
convoluted and wrong ideas about where police reform is coming from not only reveal the extremist
character of his political views but call into question his basic competence.
(To anticipate a possible objection from that end of the table, in truth I am “a Marxist,” whatever that means
to you. I am a socialist who values the analysis and insight of Marx among many other thinkers. To people
like Mr. Pealer, that is automatically disqualifying. So be it. You may choose to throw out my commentary
because of some legends about my “ideology.” But please don’t allow him and his comrades to suggest
that all of this is some “Marxist” conspiracy. A very few of us do enjoy reading Marx. But we are there to
support and join in a genuine grassroots movement of people with all kinds of different ideologies. The PAB
proposal is the result of dialogue among people with lots of different views and perspectives, and it is
absurd and insulting to call it a “Marxist plot.” As I said above, if I had my way we would be pursuing far
more radical measures.)
I played no part in authoring the bill and while I’ve read it through a number of times, I’ll spare you my
detailed comments on how to fix it. As I said, it’s not “my” project, and I have very little faith in “y’all” that
you will pass a good and strong piece of legislation. But I have some general commentary that I’d like you
to consider while you’re debating what to do next.
1. Misinformation regarding “stakeholders.” Many people have incorrectly linked this legislation to Gov.
Cuomo’s mandate that LEO agencies engage in substantive reform by April 2021. The Governor’s directive
applies to Police Departments and municipal administrations (i.e. City Managers)—and NOT to you. The
directive requires GPD to initiate a process of reform that includes public participation. It does NOT require
you to wait for them to begin your own process of reform. You have all kinds of power to investigate and
study city departments and can legislate freely within the legal limits established by the charter and state
law generally. Nothing about the Governor’s order forces you to wait until GPD decides to get going. (And
think about it, why on earth would they start anytime soon, even this year? Why wouldn’t they just wait and
issue a press release sometime in March?)

2. Who ARE the real stakeholders? The silence from GPD, and Mike Passalacqua in particular, on this
issue has been deafening. Well, perhaps what is really “deafening” are the loud proxy voices who speak “in
favor” of the police, which to them means reflexive disdain for any reform. A person who was raised by a
police officer, has a known history as a criminal informant, and is evidently acquainted with Councillor
Pealer, has harassed and threatened numerous community members; he has disrupted several city
meetings with allegations of “Marxist plots” that are eerily similar to Mr. Pealer’s, and he posts content
online suggesting he fantasizes about the violent deaths of “BLM scum” and adheres to the “Qanon” genre
of conspiracy theory. Another person claims to be “the Godfather of Geneva,” even though he says he’s
only lived here three years, and even though public information places him in Broome County in late 2018
where he was arrested for fraud and larceny, charges to which he pled not guilty early last year but to my
knowledge have no further disposition. This person apparently believes COVID-19 is a hoax, demands the
resignation of the bulk of the city’s leadership, and uses his platform to conflate pro-police views with
national GOP propaganda. Do these voices speak for the police? Does the police department endorse
these extreme political views? What level of cooperation exists between state and private political forces?
Rather than use GPD’s failure to contribute meaningfully to the dialogue around police reform as an excuse
to wait, I would suggest making further demands upon them: to account for their use of public funds for
political purposes, to open their records if they have nothing to hide, and to either claim or disavow the
extremists who act in their name and on their behalf.
3. Failure to prepare the legislation. The role of the City Attorney in this process has been curious, to say
the least. He has a history of taking the side of the state when it comes to policing and prisons. This
undoubtedly skews his perspective, but shouldn’t in itself preclude a professional handling of his duties to
the city. He has, however, acted strangely with regard to this issue: reversed his opinion from one meeting
to the next, delayed work on the bill until just before deadlines, disregarded a process of his own design for
revising the bill, and inflexibly asserted the bill’s impermissibility without actually providing legal reasoning.
When pressed, it boils down to: the police union will sue the city if it passes this bill. According to NYS legal
precedent his opinion that it will result in a lawsuit is not sufficient reason to refuse his duty to prepare the
legislation. Moreover, the opinion is one-sided and promotes misinformation. Many people believe the
Rochester PAB was halted by a judge. This is untrue; only the disciplinary function was halted, and severed
from the bill. One thing the bill currently lacks is a severability clause that would allow something similar
were Geneva to be sued. Council thus has several choices: add a severability clause and join Rochester’s
appeal; rewrite the disciplinary function so it will pass a legal challenge (which is mostly done already); or
revise the bill so the PAB does not have disciplinary power, but retains the other “pillars.” In each case the
City Attorney could revise the bill accordingly while adding the standard language he himself notes is
missing. The only option your legal counsel repeatedly presents to you, however, is to junk the bill and
replace the PAB with a PR shop for the police. You deserve better representation if you are serious about
the project of police “reform.” In point of fact, the bill as submitted by the PPP already responds to the
threat of legal challenge by constructing a “disciplinary matrix” that is co-produced by PAB, the police, and
the city, but which the Chief would retain the power to implement. I haven’t heard any reasons why this
accommodation would not pass a legal challenge. What I keep hearing is that it is “just like Rochester,”
which in this crucial specific instance is not true.
4. Power and the movement. Power works in this city, and maybe in general, kind of like a black hole: it is
only visible by its strange, reality-altering effects. Who decided to take a hard line against chalk “graffiti” that

said that “Black Lives Matter”? Who decided to use taxpayer resources to support Back the Blue rallies on
July 1, July 19, and August 23? Who decided not to answer a 911 call on the night of June 2? Who decided
Jack Montesanto didn’t need discipline when city leadership was alerted of his violent behavior? Who
decides whether a complaint is filed? Who judges whether an incident counts as a “use of force”? Who
decides whether an emergency requires police involvement? Who decides whether someone’s right to bear
arms will be respected or violently denied? Who decides when someone needs medical intervention? Who
decides that someone acting strangely is a threat? Who decided that Corey Jackson was reaching for a
weapon? What if all these decisions are in turn distorted by a pervasive fear, what if they are based in fear?
What if that fear were inseparable from, part of the same history as, the fear of slave rebellion? What if
power and its vast discretion were twisted and misshapen by racism, by racist ideas that themselves are
produced by and thrive in racist social structures, segregated neighborhoods and schools, a vast prisonpolice state that needs “crime” to keep the money flowing? You see, these are some of the questions that
are being asked in the movement.
What we socialists call “bourgeois government” often acts as a kind of “safety valve” for popular pressure—
you get “reform” because the alternative is open rebellion. There is some serious work to be done if this
“reform” measure is to pass muster, and it’s up to you now whether it’s worth doing, worth the cost. I
support it even though it is a “reformist” measure at best. The reasons are 1) It is what the people are
demanding through processes that are actually more democratic than our existing system. 2) It is a minimal
gesture towards accountability, which everyone is said to want, and which can only conceivably be
opposed because there is actually something to hide. But also: 3) People come to the consciousness of
their own power through political processes. Repression, under certain conditions, can bolster people’s
courage and confidence when they lose their fear of it, as we’re seeing all over the country. A “reform”
project conceived in this way, however, is a political process that, succeed or fail, will have much to teach
the people of Geneva about who really holds the strings, but also that they themselves are the real source
of power.
Thank you for your time in hearing my thoughts.

8/31– community member
I support the Local Law 2-2020. I believe that we do need a Police Accountability Board in Geneva. I do
not think including clergy on the board is necessary as a condition.

9/1– community member (37 people submitted the below email)
After reviewing the documents and budget I am not in favor of exposing us to lawsuits. Attacking the unions
is a political action and should not be considered. I am not in favor of a Police budget review board. The
GPD's BodyCam Policy is one of the best in the region and is reviewed every year. The budget and the
camera review can be presented to and reviewed by any resident or the Council upon request. These
resolutions do not represent my voice nor has any data supporting or warranting it been provided. Thank
You.
9/1– community member
I have been reviewing the use of force policy and procedure for the GPD. It seems to address all possible
situation where use of force may be used. Instead of re-inventing the wheel why not set this up so the
council reviews all use of force issue to make sure policy was followed. They can also review and make
recommendations supported by their research to improve this Policy.
There is also a place on line to register a GPD compliant. This format could be reworked so it is even more
user friendly for residents to use. You could put it on the city Council web page instead of the GPD web
page. Residents need to be make aware that it is a safe, confidential site and they do not have to worry
about retaliation.
My major concern is that a lot of the tools and systems for hold our GPD accountable are in place.
Thank you for taking the time and consideration.
9/1– community member
I am a taxpayer and am opposed to the PAB for many reasons. This is such an important issue it should
be put out for a citywide vote. Most people are unaware of what is happening. My concerns are for what
this will cost the city and who will be on a board? Too many biased opinions. Only the police officers can
determine if one overstepped bounds. Would police be represented on a board? Regular citizens are not
qualified or knowledgeable for an appt. There would be constant criticisms of who is appointed. Its just a
bad idea.
9/1– community member
In reference to the issues pertaining to the Geneva Police Dept. We are concerned about the Police
Accountability Board or” police the police board”. We don’t understand what makes any council member or
private citizen think they are qualified to be on a PAB. That is our concern and it worries us. The
accountability board, sounds like a “public human resource department” that will be filled with people who
know someone on the council or maybe someone with an agenda. We don’t see how this is fair.
It makes you ask yourself what qualifies someone to be on or policing board?

Who would be on a police board? A doctor, a construction worker, an employee for Wegman’s a council
member?
Who meets the qualifications to” police the police?” Unless you are a trained law enforcement officer, you
really don’t know how a police officer should react in a particular situation. Every situation a police officer is
involved in is different. They sometime have to react in a split second. So, we don’t feel a board is
qualified to Monday morning quarterback police calls or procedures.
Let the police, monitor themselves. We have a police chief, that certainly must be qualified. Wasn’t his
position approved by the city council? Don’t you think he wants the department to do what’s right for every
citizen. He is well aware of the criticisms and disrespect police are receiving. There are many police
agencies available to “police the police”. We have the Geneva city police department, the sheriff dept. and
the NYS troopers. We would think, they could create a committee or board to oversee problems. Afterall,
they have been there, the know procedure and they are the trained professionals.
Let’s face it, with every business Geneva is losing. With the increase in taxes. The amount of property off
the tax roll. With the fact, that we can’t develop the lake front to create some revenue for the city. With the
fact, that many of our children had to leave Geneva because of the lack of jobs here. The one solid thing
Geneva can always count on is the Police Department and the Fire Department. We are against any
committee or board to “police the police”.
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CITY OF GENEVA LOCAL LAW NO. 2 -2020
Local Law Amending the Geneva City Charter
To Establish a Police Accountability Board
BE IT ENACTED, by the City Council of the City of Geneva as follows:
The Geneva City Charter, as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following
new Article XV entitled “Police Accountability Board”.

Article XV Police Accountability Board
§ 15-1 PURPOSE
The Geneva City Council shall establish a civilian-controlled process to fairly investigate and
make determinations respecting complaints of misconduct involving sworn officers of the
Geneva Police Department. The Police Accountability Board shall be the mechanism to
investigate such complaints of police misconduct and to review and assess Geneva Police
Department patterns, practices, policies, and procedures. The Police Accountability Board shall
ensure public accountability and transparency over the powers exercised by sworn officers of
the Geneva Police Department. The Police Accountability Board shall provide a non-exclusive
alternative to civil litigation.
§ 15-2 ESTABLISHMENT AND JURISDICTION
There is hereby established an independent office of municipal government to be known as the
Police Accountability Board. It shall be an autonomous office of the City separate from the City
Police Department and other local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. The members
of the Board, shall be appointed through legislation approved by the City Council according to
the guidelines established for service on said board. The Board shall be independent of the
GPD and shall investigate and adjudicate complaints of misconduct against GPD Officers. The
Board shall have the power to conduct independent investigations, consistent with powers
granted to the City Manager in § 4.4 and the Geneva City Council in § 3-13, including but not
limited to the power to use subpoenas to compel testimony and the production of evidence, and
any disciplinary power as deemed permissible under State law. Based on information and
belief that an investigation is warranted, the Board shall have the power to conduct an
investigation, even in the absence of a civilian complaint.
The Board shall have the power to investigate any and all conduct, acts, or omissions by any
GPD Officer as outlined below. The Board shall have the power to review and recommend
changes to GPD regarding GPD policies, procedures, patterns, practices and training.
§ 15-3 BOARD COMPOSITION, APPOINTMENT, VACANCY, AND REMOVAL.
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The Police Accountability Board shall consist of nine (9) members appointed by City Council.
Members of the Board shall serve terms of three (3) except for the initial Board, which shall
serve staggered terms, pursuant to Section 3-2.
1. Qualifications

A.

Members of the Board shall be residents of the City of Geneva for a minimum
of twelve (12) months at the time of appointment to the Board.

B.

Members of the Board shall reflect the City’s diverse community, including, but
not limited to: age, race, creed, color, national origin, gender, gender identity
or expression, sexual orientation, disability, marital status and source of
income.
Members of the Board and their immediate family shall not be currently or
formerly employed by the GPD. No more than one (1) member of the Board at
a time may be a former law enforcement employee with an agency other than
the GPD or an immediate family member of a person formerly employed in
non-GPD law enforcement, unless that such employment was three (3) or
more years prior to the member’s appointment.
Board members shall not be current (or within the immediately preceding three
(3) year period) City elected officials or immediate family of any incumbent
elected official representing/serving any district or municipality in the State of
New York. No practicing attorney or their immediate family who represents or
has represented a plaintiff or defendant in a police misconduct lawsuit initiated
against the GPD within the past ten (10) years shall be a member of the
Board. Board members may not represent a complainant or a GPD Officer at
Board hearings.

C.

D.

2.

E.

The Board should endeavor to contain at least two (2) licensed mental health
professionals, at least one (1) duly licensed attorney in good standing, and at
least two (2) duly ordained members of the clergy.

F.

The residency requirement may be waived only for the purposes of appointing
a Board member to fulfill the professional representation of licensed mental
health professionals or a licensed attorney in good standing.

E.

The provisions of Article 2, Section 5 and Article 3, Section 30 of the Public
Officers Law of the State of New York, regarding vacancies, shall apply to all
members of the Board.

Appointment Process
A.

Appointments to the initial Board shall be made within sixty (60) days from
the effective date of this Local Law as follows:
1) The Mayor shall appoint one (1) member.
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2) Council shall appoint three (3) members; one (1) appointee from each of
the three Supervisory Districts: District 1 (Wards 1 & 2); District 2
(Wards 3 & 4); District 3 (Wards 5 & 6).
3) The Geneva Community Compact Committee will nominate ten (10)
individuals from the community at large, two (2) for each of its five (5)
Board seats, within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this local
law, from which Council shall confirm and appoint one (1) such
individual for each of the five (5) member-seats at Council’s discretion.
3.

4.

Terms
A.
The first term of the initial Board commences when all nine (9) Board
members are appointed and ends on December 31st of the following year.
B.
Except for the initial Board, members shall serve staggered three (3) year
terms and may be reappointed for another three (3) year term, for a total of
six (6) years, after which, the member shall not be reappointed for at least
three (3) years.
C.
Except for the initial Board, each term shall commence on January 1st and
end on December 31st. The members shall be appointed for terms of
three (3) years, except the first nine (9) members appointed. Of the first
nine (9) members appointed: a) three (3) members shall be appointed for
terms of one (1) year, of whom one (1) shall have been designated by
Council, and two (2) shall have been designated by the Community
Compact Committee; b) three (3) members shall be appointed for terms of
two (2) years, of whom one (1) shall have been designated by the Council,
and two (2) shall have been designated by the Community Compact
Committee; c) three (3) members shall be appointed for terms of three (3)
years, of whom one (1) shall have been designated by the Mayor, one (1)
shall have been designated by the Community Compact Committee, and
one (1) shall have been designated by Council.
Vacancies and Removal
A.

B.

C.

After the initial nine (9) member Board has been established, when any
member vacates the Board, the Board shall notify the Mayor, Council, and
the Community Compact Committee. The vacant position shall be filled in
the same manner by which it was initially filled, within sixty (60) days of the
vacancy. The Board member appointed shall complete the unexpired term
of the former member.
A Board member seeking public office shall resign their seat at the time
they announce their candidacy or file their petitions, whichever happens
first.
A Board member who no longer resides in the City shall resign
immediately.
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D.

By a two-thirds (6 out of 9) majority vote, the Board may request that
Council remove a Board member for failure to adhere to the policies
and/or inadequate attendance at meetings. The Council may remove the
member by a majority vote. § 15-4 POWERS AND DUTIES

1. Investigations, Disciplinary Matrix, Power to Recommend Discipline, Review and
Assessment of Regulations, Cooperative Relationships
A.

The Board shall have the power to conduct independent investigations, the
power to use subpoenas to compel testimony and the production of evidence,
and the power to recommend discipline according to an established
disciplinary matrix) iif a complaint of misconduct is sustained. Confidential
information shall be guarded and protected in accordance with State law.

B.

The Board shall establish a disciplinary matrix in conjunction with the Chief of
the Geneva Police Department and City Manager.

C.

The Board shall review and assess GPD policies, procedures, patterns,
practices and training and recommend changes to the GPD. Written
acknowledgment of receipt of recommendations will be sent to the Board and
City Manager from the Chief of Police within sixty (60) days with a detailed
listing of what items are and are not being implemented.

D.

The Board and the Chief shall establish a cooperative relationship to ensure
the orderly and efficient flow of information.

§ 15-5 PROCEDURES
1.

Initiation of Complaints
A. Complaints may be received directly by the Board, or upon referral from the
Mayor, the Council, any Councilmember, or the Chief.
B. The Board shall receive complaints by telephone, in person, by mail, email or web
form. Complaints shall be received and considered whether submitted under
signature or anonymous. All complaints shall be reduced to writing. If the
complainant does not wish to do so, the person referring the complaint may do so
in their place. Efforts to simplify the procedure shall be made to encourage filing.
No complaint will not be processed solely on the basis of a procedural error.
Professional standards of confidentiality with regard to the written release of
information and informed consent will apply to all complaints filed. With respect to
the confidentiality of all interested parties, the Board shall comply with all local,
state, and federal law.
C. The Board shall inform complainants of their legal assistance options and the
procedure for filing a Notice of Claim with the Corporation Counsel against the
City, pursuant to Article VII of the City Charter.
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2.

3.

Board Investigation of Complaints
A.
Subsequent to a complaint being received, the Police Accountability Board
shall interview complainants, witnesses and GPD Officers, and gather relevant
evidence.
B.
Subpoenas may be issued upon the affirmative vote of a majority of the Board
at any time during the review and adjudication processes. Such subpoenas
may compel the attendance of witnesses, GPD Officers, GPD employees,
and/or persons, and require the production of records and other materials,
including records of the GPD, other persons, or other agencies. A copy of any
subpoena served upon a GPD Officer or employee shall also be delivered to
the Chief. Board subpoenas are enforceable pursuant to relevant provisions of
Article 23 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules.
C.
The Chief shall use the authority granted by Article IX of the City Charter to
promulgate new rules or utilize existing rules regarding discipline and
administration of GPD Officers to ensure compliance with Board procedure and
applicable law. GPD Officers and employees shall be notified of their rights
against self-incrimination under Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967)
before any testimony is taken from them.
D.
One (1) police officer holding the rank of Captain or higher shall be made
available by the Chief to the Board at the Board’s request to serve as a
consultant or advisor should questions arise from members of the Board
regarding specific police practices, policies, or general orders. The officer so
assigned shall not be the Commanding Officer of the Officer(s) involved in the
case being reviewed.
E.
A complainant may, at any time, decline to have their complaint investigated
and reviewed by the Board. Such declination must be made in writing by the
complainant, and shall be forwarded to the Chief by the Board.
F.
Statements made by complainants, GPD Officers or employees, or witnesses
are subject to the panel's determinations of weight and credibility.
G.
The Chief shall take no action on a complaint, whether received directly by the
GPD or by the Board, until receipt of the Board findings and decision, or notice
that the Board has determined no disciplinary action is appropriate.
Nonetheless, the Chief shall retain the authority to suspend or terminate the
employment of an GPD Officer during the investigation and adjudication of a
complaint against the GPD Officer.
Reasonable Cause Determination
Upon completion of the review of the material from the Board investigation, the Board
members will determine whether or not there is reasonable cause to proceed to a
hearing. If there is reasonable cause to proceed, the Board shall schedule a hearing
and notify the complainant and the Chief. If there is not reasonable cause, the Board
shall notify the complainant and the Chief of this determination.
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4.

Hearing Process
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

G.

H.
I.

Upon majority vote of the Board membership in a duly published open meeting,
the Board may determine to go into Executive Session so that they may
conduct its hearing.
At least six (6) Board members should be in attendance to conduct a hearing.
Board hearings shall be recorded and transcribed by the Board. No other
recordings or transcriptions are permitted.
Decisions made by the Board will be documented in a Notice of Decision
delineating the findings of fact and reasoning of the Board. If a Board member
dissents from the majority’s decision, the dissenter shall provide a written
delineation of their findings of fact and reasoning.
Notice of Decisions shall be provided to all parties with any confidential
information redacted, pursuant to all local, state, and federal law.
Both complainant(s) and GPD Officer(s) subject to a hearing shall have the
right to obtain counsel or other representation and call witnesses on their own
behalf. All due process rights delineated in NYS Civil Service Law Section 75
shall apply.
Complainants and GPD Officers subject to hearings may be questioned by the
Board at the Board’s discretion; relevant evidence pertaining to the case before
the Board may also be entered into the hearing.
Statements made by complainants, GPD employees, Officers, or witnesses are
subject to the Board’s determination of weight and credibility.
Decisions of the Board shall be made by a majority vote pursuant to
preponderance of the evidence standard of proof. Deliberations of the Board
shall be confidential and confined to the Board members and their legal
advisor(s). The decision shall include: (i) findings of fact, (ii) a determination as
to whether there is substantial evidence of misconduct, and (iii) the disciplinary
action in reference to the GPD Officer(s) pursuant to the disciplinary matrix.
a. If the Board finds that the GPD Officer(s) may have engaged in
criminal conduct, it shall refer the matter to the Ontario County
District Attorney's Office or the New York State Attorney General’s
Office and request that their office initiate an investigation.
b. The Board shall notify the complainant and the Chief, in writing
within five (5) business days of the Board's findings and decision. It
shall be the responsibility of the Chief to notify the GPD Officer(s)
who were the subject(s) of the Board’s findings and decision.
c. If a Notice of Board Decision contains a dissenting opinion, the
complainant may appeal to the City Manager for review of the
Board’s findings. The complainant’s appeal requesting City
Manager review must be in writing and received by the Board no
more than 30 days after the Notice of Board Decision was sent to
the complainant.
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J.

d. Board decisions may include disciplinary sanctions including but
not limited to counseling, reprimand, retraining, suspension,
demotion, or dismissal.
e. Board decisions will be made part of the employee’s personnel file
and cannot be removed.
The findings and decisions of the hearing will be reported to any Board
members not in attendance of the hearing at the next scheduled meeting.

K.

Board members who were not present for the hearing of a particular case are
disqualified from voting on that case.

L.

The actions of the Board shall not preclude action by the criminal or civil justice
system.
Within thirty (30) days of the receipt of a Notice of Board Decision, the Chief
shall provide the Board with a written explanation of the exact discipline
imposed in accordance with the matrix.

M.

§ 15-6 DISCIPLINE
1.

2.
3.

Before conducting any hearings, the Board shall establish a disciplinary matrix per §
15-4. This shall not limit the Chief's ability to impose any additional discipline for a
GPD Officer above and beyond that recommended by the Board.
The Board shall notify the complainant and the Chief in writing within five (5)
business days of the Board’s final decision of disciplinary recommendation.
The Chief will provide the Board with a written explanation of the exact discipline
imposed in accordance with the matrix within thirty (30) days.

§ 15- 7 POLICY ASSESSMENT
At least annually, the Board shall review and assess GPD policies, procedures, patterns
and practices and recommend changes with input from the community.
1.
The Board shall have regular and unrestricted access to body camera footage
in order to review, apart from the public portion of its meeting, the operations of
GPD employees for the purpose of reviewing adherence to adopted policies
and the development of, or modification to, existing policies or trainings for the
improvement and efficacy of the department’s operations.
2.
The Board shall send its policy recommendations to the Chief, the City
Manager, and City Council.
3.
The Board’s recommendations may address, but are not limited to: conduct and
policies exhibiting bias against individuals based on race, gender, sexual
orientation, perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, disability and
perceived disability; use of force both lethal and non-lethal; de-escalation
policies; vehicle and foot pursuits; use of canines; failure to acknowledge and/or
accommodate the needs of people with disabilities including but not limited to
physical disabilities, intellectual and developmental disabilities, psychiatric
disabilities, traumatic brain injuries; and human rights issues.
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4.

5.

6.

§ 15- 8

Within thirty (30) days of receiving the recommendations, the Chief shall provide
the Board, the Mayor, and Council with a written explanation of why the Chief
agrees or disagrees with the policy recommendations.
The Chief shall provide a timeline to the Board indicating implementation of
each recommendation or an explanation of the decision not to implement said
recommendation.
The Board shall publicize whether or not the policy recommendation(s) have
been implemented.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
1.

The Board shall conduct outreach to community members, groups, and
nonprofit organizations. The Board shall provide language access for limited and
non-English proficient individuals. The Board shall provide reasonable
accommodations in accordance with the federal, state, and local law to
individuals with disabilities.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Complaint forms and instructions shall be made available by GPD Officers and
employees, at the Public Safety Building and City Hall, at the Geneva Public
Library, at Board meetings, and on the City of Geneva website.
In addition to regular monthly business meetings that include review of
complaints, the Board shall invite public input or comment, and provide
information education about the Board process and its work.
The Board shall work with the Community Compact Committee to establish and
pursue ways to interact with and solicit input from youth, present educational
programs designed to promote public awareness of the Board process, give the
public information about their rights and responsibilities regarding encounters
with law enforcement employees, and publicize the procedure for filing a
complaint with the Board.
The City shall provide the Board with a webpage on which the Board shall post
information, including but not limited to: educational materials, links, videos,
reports, and forms related to the operation of the Board and its mission.
The Board shall survey complainants and the public to assess satisfaction and
identify concerns with the Board’s investigative and adjudicative processes.

§ 15- 9 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
1.

No Board Member shall have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or
indirect, or engage in any business or transaction or professional activity or incur
any obligation of any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the proper
discharge of their duties in the public interest. Any conflict of interest prohibited
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2.

by Article 18 of the General Municipal Law or by the City of Geneva Code of
Ethics shall disqualify a member. Board members may not represent a
complainant or a GPD Officer before the Board.
If a Board member has a personal, business or other financial relationship with a
party to or a witness in a matter before the Board, the member shall disclose the
situation to the Chairperson and shall recuse themselves from deliberations or
action in connection with that case.

§ 15- 10 LEGAL REPRESENTATION
1. The City Attorney shall advise and represent the Board as it would other public
boards in accordance with the duties under Section 7.5 of the City Charter.
2. The Board may use its discretion to contract for independent legal counsel, as it
deems appropriate.
§ 15- 11 RETALIATION PROHIBITED
Retaliation by GPD Officers and employees against complainants, witnesses,
Board members, GPD Officers and employees, or any other person related to their
participation or involvement with the Board shall be prohibited. Retaliation includes but is not
limited to: disparate treatment, harassment, intimidation, stalking, threats, and assaults. If a
complaint of retaliation is sustained by the Board, disciplinary action shall be taken based
upon the disciplinary matrix. The Chief will also be notified of the misconduct. Any other City
employee who engages in retaliation as defined above shall also be subject to discipline.

§ 15- 12 POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD REPORTS
1. The Board shall publish monthly data on the receipt and dispositions of
complaints.
2. All complaints shall be issued a public tracking number, which shall be included
in the annual report.
3.

The Board shall provide an annual report to the City Council, made available to
the general public on the City’s website, documenting:
A.
The total number and type of complaints and the Wards in which they
happened;
B.
The public tracking number of each complaint;
C.
Detailed information that is legally available to the Board, including the
number of previous complaints against the GPD Officer(s) named therein
within ten (10) years of the incident and whether or not those complaints
were sustained; the Board shall comply with local, state, and federal law
and redact any information that may not be disclosed publicly;
D.
The number of times and the types of use of force used per complaint and
the total number of times and types of use of force used, the number of
times pepper spray was deployed, the number of times and types of pain
compliance tactics used, the number of times and types of use where a
Taser was deployed;
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E.

In the event that a GPD Officer uses their firearm, report shall include:
i. the type of weapon used (firearm, brand, type); b) number of
shots fired; c) the range from which the firearm was fired; d)
injuries sustained by the complainant, animal(s), GPD Officer(s),
and/or any bystanders; e) any medical care
provided and what type; whether the person or animal was killed;
i The number of cases where the panel’s disciplinary decision was
enforced by the Chief and the type of sanctions imposed;
ii The number of cases where the Chief disputed the disciplinary
decision of the panel;
iii The number of cases reviewed by the Board, the number of
complaints found not to have reasonable cause to be heard, the
number of complainants contacting the Board but not following
through with a formal signed complaint, the length of time each
case was pending before the Board, and the number of
complainants who filed a notice of claim against the City while
their complaint was being considered by the Board.
iv The recommendations related to changes in GPD patterns,
practices, policies, and procedures;
v Whether the prior year’s recommended changes have been
implemented;
vi A summary of complainant and public survey data with an
assessment of if and how Board policies should change to
accommodate concerns.

15.13 This local law shall take effect twenty (20) days after it is filed as provided in Section
Twenty Seven of the Municipal Home Rule Law.

